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Abstract 

The focus of this qualitative study is to explore the views and opinions of students towards 

secondary school English classes in general, the teaching of English literature, and how 

important they think literature is to language learning. Participants were asked about their 

relationship with literature in the classroom, as well as their reading habits in general. The 

importance of reading and the perceived decline of reading among young people is explored, 

as well as the role of reading in foreign language learning, and the types of literature being 

taught. The role of English as a global language is discussed, along with its considerable 

impact on modern Icelandic society. A number of Stephen Krashen’s theories are examined, 

and the value of reading literature in the English classroom discussed.  

The data was gathered by the semi-structured interviewing of a number of Icelandic 

secondary school students on the verge of graduating, and the results indicate that secondary 

school students are indeed interested in the use of literature in the English classroom, since 

almost all participants believed more emphasis should be placed on literature in English 

teaching. Participants called for more various teaching methods, more novels in the 

classroom, and a wider choice of reading material. English as a subject was perceived as 

enjoyable and relatively easy, as students claimed that good grades were not difficult to 

achieve. The students’ confidence in their English abilities might be misjudged, as research 

has shown that young Icelanders tend to over-estimate their English skills considerably. The 

attitude towards English classes was positive in general, as the importance of English in 

modern society was very clear to all participants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Ágrip 

Þessi eigindlega rannsókn miðaði að því að kanna skoðanir og álit nemenda á almennri 

enskukennslu og kennslu enskra bókmennta í framhaldsskólum. Einnig voru viðmælendur 

spurðir um álit þeirra á mikilvægi bókmennta í tungumálanámi, og áhuga þeirra á 

bókmenntum og lestri almennt. Áhrif ensku á íslenskt nútímasamfélag eru skoðuð, auk hins 

nýja hlutverks ensku sem “alheims-tungumáls.” Mikilvægi lesturs, og sú staðreynd að ungt 

fólk virðist lesa minna nú en áður fyrr voru skoðaðar, auk hlutverka bókmennta í kennslu 

erlendra tungumála, með tilliti til ákveðinna kenninga málvísindamannsins Stephen Krashen. 

 Gögnum var safnað með einstaklingsviðtölum við íslenska nemendur á lokaönn í 

framhaldsskóla. Niðurstöður gefa til kynna að framhaldsskólanemendur séu áhugasamir um 

bókmenntir í enskunámi sínu, þar sem nánast allir viðmælendur voru þeirrar skoðunar að þörf 

væri á meiri bókmenntakennslu í enskutímum. Viðmælendur vildu sjá fjölbreyttari 

kennsluaðferðir, fleiri skáldsögur og meira val um lesefni. Enska þótti ánægjulegt og nokkuð 

auðvelt fag, og nemendur voru þeirrar skoðunar að einfalt væri að öðlast góða einkunn í 

faginu. Nemendur voru fullir sjálfstrausts í garð enskukunnáttu sinnar, en rannsóknir hafa 

sýnt að íslensk ungmenni eiga það til að ofmeta enskuhæfni sína verulega. Viðhorf nemenda 

til enskutíma var jákvætt, og allir viðmælendur voru meðvitaðir um mikilvægi ensku í 

nútímasamfélagi. 
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1. Introduction 

The uniquely human acts of reading and writing have defined our history as a species. They 

allow us to pass knowledge along generations, to communicate information about how our 

ancestors lived, and offer the opportunity to document the various discoveries, victories and 

atrocities through the course of our attempted cohabitation on this planet. Each nation’s 

literary canon mirrors its people’s experiences and their history, and literary works can often 

serve as a window into the author’s own sociological and cultural background. To read is to 

learn, regardless of whether the text is educational in nature or simply intended to entertain. 

Iceland is a nation with a rich literary tradition. The medieval Sagas are regarded as a 

national treasure, and viewed as an essential part of children’s education. Iceland further 

establishes its literary enthusiasm in having the highest number of published writers per 

capita in the world; one out of ten Icelanders succeeds in publishing a work of literature in 

their lifetime (“Einn af tíu gefur út bók”). Children in Iceland are formally taught to read 

when they enter primary school at six years of age, and a large percentage of those primary 

school students will already have been given some parental instruction and guidance, and 

taken the first steps towards literacy before entering the classroom, having begun to learn the 

letters of the alphabet and to spell their own names. 

As stated, literature, reading, and writing play a fundamental role in human 

civilization, not least in Iceland, so the news that Icelandic schoolchildren, particularly young 

boys, are scoring very low on reading comprehension tests is particularly shocking (“30 

prósent geta ekki lesið sér til gagns”). This news goes so far as to indicate that an alarmingly 

high percentage of children are unable to read for their pleasure and benefit (“30 prósent geta 

ekki lesið sér til gagns”). The importance of reading in modern society cannot be overstated, 

and children who do not acquire sufficient reading skills are prone to encounter further 

problems in secondary and university education, as well as in most places of work. In 

addition, the ability to read and compose texts in English is becoming a requirement in an 

exceeding number of workplaces in Iceland, and the ability to achieve higher education is 

becoming dependent upon a student’s English reading comprehension, since ninety percent of 

the reading material at the University of Iceland, the largest university in the country, is 

written in English (Arnbjörnsdóttir and Ingvarsdóttir 2010). In light of this astonishingly high 

percentage of English reading material, the importance of proper English education in 

primary and secondary schools should not be underestimated.  
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English is taught as a foreign language in Icelandic schools, as it has not yet reached 

the status of an official second language despite its increasing prominence in the daily lives 

of Icelanders: in media, education and workplaces, and to a great extent, in mediums of 

entertainment such as film and television. According to research, Icelandic students are prone 

to overestimate their English capabilities (Arnbjörnsdóttir and Ingvarsdóttir 2012). Because 

of continuous input from television, film, radio, video games and the internet, many young 

Icelanders have a good basic knowledge of English as well as decent conversational skills, 

and live under the impression that these naturally acquired abilities will easily translate into 

formal educational settings. They do, however, find themselves to be mistaken, when faced 

with university-level English reading material, as research has shown that one third of the 

students at the University of Iceland struggle to comprehend the language of the textbooks 

(Guðmundsdóttir and Arnbjörnsdóttir 2014). The importance of proper input and sufficient 

reading experience is considered of great value to foreign and second language students, and 

the linguist Stephen Krashen believes abundant reading to be the key to successfully 

expanding vocabulary, comprehending grammatical elements, and mastering a new language 

(Krashen 2004, 37). Second language learners who practice reading for pleasure begin to 

develop the ability to use the target language for “more demanding purposes,” such as 

researching and writing about specialized subjects. Krashen even claims that when second 

language learners frequently read for pleasure “they can continue to improve in their second 

language without classes, without teachers, without study, and even without people to 

converse with” (Krashen 2004, 147). 

Teaching literary texts in English classes is an established practice in Icelandic 

secondary schools, and this is not surprising in light of the deep-rooted Icelandic tradition of 

reading and story-telling. Upper secondary English education is considered very literature 

centred (Guðmundsdóttir and Arnbjörnsdóttir 2014, 5), and students normally have 

substantial experience with English and American literary works by the time of their arrival 

at university. Guðmundsdóttir and Arnbjörnsdóttir’s research indicates that literary texts are 

insufficient input in preparation for academic English use, and increased usage of scientific 

and academic reading material would be beneficial to those students who aspire to achieve 

higher education. According to those who adhere to the Input Hypothesis, literary texts 

should not be cut out of the curriculum to make room for academic ones, but less emphasis 

should be put on repetitive drills and exercises which do “not work” (Krashen 2004, 38).  

More input in the form of academic texts would need to be in addition to the literary texts 
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already being taught, not at their expense. Krashen is of the belief that the more reading 

students do, the more language acquisition takes place. 

This study aims to explore the views and opinions of students towards secondary 

school English classes, and the teaching of English literature, including the question of how 

important they think literature is to language learning, and what teaching materials they 

would like to have emphasised in English classes. The research question can be broken into 

three questions:  

1. What are students’ attitudes towards secondary English teaching in general? 

2. What are students’ attitudes towards literature in general? 

3. What are students’ attitudes towards English literature in Icelandic secondary 

schools? 

The data was gathered by interviewing a number of Icelandic secondary school students on 

the verge of graduating. The interviews provided a large amount of data regarding literature 

teaching in English classes, as well as an abundance of information on participants’ views of 

English teaching in general, as well as their usage of the English language in their daily lives. 

The subject of English teaching in Iceland has been studied considerably by researchers such 

as Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir and others, however, no qualitative and interview based study 

regarding students’ views of literature teaching has been conducted. Anna Jeeves’ Ph.D. 

dissertation “Relevance and the L2
1
 Self in the Context of Icelandic Secondary School 

Learners: Learner Views,” is based on a qualitative, interview structured study, and addresses 

the views and opinions of secondary school learners of English, however, Jeeves’ research 

does not address the teaching of literature specifically. This study attempts to fill the gap in 

the studies of literature use in Icelandic upper secondary English teaching. 

The first part of this thesis is comprised of a literary review of the status of English as 

a global language and its position as a foreign language in Iceland; of the importance of 

reading and the perceived decline of young people’s reading in general; as well as the role of 

reading in foreign language learning, and the types of literature being taught. Stephen 

Krashen’s Monitor Model is examined, and the value of reading literature in the English 

classroom is discussed.  

                                                           
1
 i.e. second langauge 
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The second part of the thesis discusses the methodology of the qualitative study, 

wherein secondary school students were asked about their opinions and attitudes towards 

literature in the English classroom, as well as their views about literature and English 

teaching in general.  

The third part focuses on the results of the study, in which twelve students from three 

different Icelandic secondary schools were interviewed. The interviews were based on a 

fourteen question questionnaire, asking general questions about student experiences in 

foreign language classrooms. The results from the interviews are analysed thematically, 

compared, and examined. A following chapter briefly discusses the outcome of the study 

further, and in conclusion, the findings are summarized.  
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2. Literature Review 

This chapter reviews the status of the English language in Iceland and also on a global scale, 

and considers how influenced Icelandic secondary school students are by the language, in 

their day-to-day endeavours as well as in their academic and future professional lives. Each 

student’s motivation to learn English and their perceptions of their abilities are evaluated, and 

the current impact of English on Icelandic society discussed, leading to the question of 

whether English should be considered a second language to Icelandic students, rather than a 

foreign language. The importance of reading is considered, and the types of literature 

traditionally taught in foreign language classes reviewed. Furthermore, the effect of input 

versus output in the target language is discussed, as well as the troubling reality that fewer 

and fewer young people and teenagers are actively seeking out literature, or reading in their 

free time, as visual media is prevailing in today’s society.  

 

2.1 English as a Global Language 

The English speaking world is constantly expanding, and through the years, English has 

become a global language, a Lingua Franca, being used as means of communication by 

people whose native languages differ. This process started with the British Empire’s 

imperialistic expansions beginning in the 16
th

 century, which gradually led it to become the 

largest empire in history, covering nearly a quarter of all the land on Earth (“British 

Empire”).  

But what does it really mean to be a global language? According to David Crystal, a 

language becomes genuinely global when it “develops a special role in every country,” but 

Crystal nevertheless recognizes that the phrase “special role” can be manifold (Crystal 3). To 

achieve such “special status,” the language in question must be adopted and embraced by 

countries with a different native language, giving it a “special place” in their societies (4). 

This “special place” in the community can be given, Crystal claims, chiefly by making the 

language an official language in the community, or giving the language priority in foreign 

language teaching within the country’s educational system (4). Examples of countries where 

English has reached the status of being an official second language are India, Nigeria, Ghana 

and Singapore (4). English has also become a language widely prioritized in foreign language 

teaching, being taught in over a hundred countries, in most of them as the primary language 
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being taught, and the foreign language that students gain the best control of (5). This is the 

case with the status of the English language in Iceland; it is prioritized in the educational 

system as the first foreign language children are taught from primary school onwards.  

Another factor in the making of a global language that Crystal takes into account is 

the “economic, technological, and cultural power” of its speakers, as no language can gain 

ground internationally without a strong and powerful foundation and platform (7). The 

unique position of English as a Lingua Franca and unofficial global language is in part a 

result of American “economic and cultural supremacy” (“What it a global language?”): 

American music, films and television; business, information technology and the rise of the 

Internet, have strengthened and secured this unparalleled position, and continue to maintain it 

as the influence of American and British popular culture has spread universally (“What is a 

Global Language?”). This phenomenon is evident in Icelandic cinemas, as shown by the 

graph from the Icelandic Bureau of Statistics (Hagstofa Íslands) demonstrated in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Number of Film Releases by Country of Origin 2014
2
 

 

                                                           
2
 Retrieved from http://www.statice.is/statistics/society/media/movies/ 
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According to the Bureau of Statistics, the number of films produced in English speaking 

countries is 118 out of 149 total releases, rendering English speaking films 79% of the total 

film releases in Icelandic theatres in the year 2014. Considering the fact that merely seven 

Icelandic films were released that year, compared to the 110 films from the United States of 

America, it is safe to say that the influence of American cultural supremacy reaches Icelandic 

moviegoers. 

With the arrival of the internet, people are constantly connected to the wider world, 

with every bit of information available to them at any time. In addition to the cultural and 

economic influence of these English speaking countries, their political and military power 

should not be underestimated, as the foothold of global languages can be traced through the 

history of colonialism, wars and the conquering of foreign land (Crystal 9). The British and 

American people have indeed influenced the world greatly, as Crystal remarks:  

Language has no independent existence, living in some sort of mystical space 

apart from the people who speak it. Language exists only in the brains and mouths 

and ears and hands and eyes of its users. When they succeed, on the international 

stage, their language succeeds. When they fail, their language fails. (7) 

As the English language unites different nationalities through a shared language, the world 

grows smaller, international travelling becomes more common, and people from across the 

world connect, share experiences, and even develop friendships through the internet without 

ever meeting, making the written word more important than ever.  

 

2.2 The Decline in Young People’s Reading in a Digital Age 

The power of words is boundless, and the written word is an ever present element in our daily 

lives. It has the ability to enlighten and instruct, to bring readers to tears, or have them rolling 

with laugher. Members of a literate society are entirely dependent on a few dozen letters and 

symbols to function in their daily lives. These words and symbols do not only allow us to 

communicate with each other and perform daily tasks, they also allow us the opportunity to 

learn about our predecessors, our history as a species, and as a society. Without the written 

word we could not know the details of historical events, nor could the thoughts of individuals 

long gone still remain, to preserve their memory centuries after their bodies have turned to 

dust. Writing and reading give the opportunity to preserve cultural heritage and treasures that 
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could otherwise be forgotten with time, and by protecting these treasures we ultimately 

preserve the chronicles of humanity. Writing and literature are therefore of significant 

importance, and the cultural impact of great literary works can transcend the pages of the 

book as its readers might apply its message to their own lives.  

Literature teaching in schools is an established practice, and as students progress in 

foreign language learning, literature is introduced to the classroom. Students of English in 

Iceland are no exception from this. Icelandic secondary schools teach English at advanced 

levels, as Icelandic children begin studying English very early in their education. The 

literature chosen varies from school to school, though a few classic staples of literature 

remain quite prominent. In an age of smart phones and the endless source of information and 

entertainment they provide, children and teenagers are constantly responding to stimuli, as 

they are used to instant gratification through social media and the various apps and games on 

their electronic pocket-encyclopaedias. Recent studies find that fewer and fewer young 

people are reading literature. According to a PISA-study conducted in 2013, roughly 30% of 

Icelandic 15-year-old boys were unable to read for their own benefit (“30 prósent geta ekki 

lesið sér til gagns”), and an Icelandic study from the same year, conducted by Reykjavík 

City’s Department of Education and Youth, found that only 59% of boys and 67% of girls in 

Reykjavík primary schools were able to read for their own benefit (“Einungis 63% geta lesið 

sér til gagns”). The fact that boys display less proficient reading skills than girls is notable, 

and truly a topic worthy of a separate study.  

This lack of reading skills is perceived as alarming news, and the results have caused 

schools to rethink their teaching methods and launch a plan of united reading comprehension 

teaching across Reykjavík’s primary schools (“Einungis 63% geta lesið sér til gagns”). The 

lack of interest is also palpable, as teenagers in Iceland show little enthusiasm for recreational 

reading: according to a 2009 study by Margrét Lilja Guðmundsdóttir and others, only 5% of 

Icelandic teenagers visit a library at least once a week (2009, 28), and a 2003 study shows 

that 41% of boys and 24% of girls “never read” (Broddason). Looking across the Atlantic, a 

2012 English study conducted by the National Literary Trust, tell us that 21.5% of young 

people would be embarrassed if their friends saw them reading (“Books deemed a thing of 

the past by YouTube generation of readers”). An American report by the National 

Endowment for Arts observes that teenagers spent a measly seven minutes each day reading, 

while two hours are spent in front of the television (Nungent). The director of the National 

Literary Trust has claimed that “There’s a really strong relationship between literacy ...  and 
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social outcomes, whether it’s earnings, home ownership, voting, or a sense of trust in society 

... If children are not practising reading, they will miss out” (“Books deemed a thing of the 

past by YouTube generation of readers”).  According to a UNESCO report further discussed 

in chapter 2.6, literacy is simply the basis for all further education (Literacy for Life. EFA 

Global Monitoring Report). 

 

2.3 The Benefit of Reading for Pleasure 

Literacy is, indeed, the foundation of a successful education, and ample reading 

comprehension is the basis of progress within academia. Therefore the dwindling interest in 

reading displayed by young Icelanders is something to be considered seriously, as 30% of 

Icelandic students report never to read recreationally according to a 2006 PISA study 

(Halldórsson 13). The PISA 2013 results on Icelandic students’ declining reading 

comprehension abilities, mentioned in chapter 2.2, are also a great cause for concern. 

The 2006 PISA study reveals that 10% of Icelandic fifteen-year-olds spend more than 

an hour a day reading recreationally, while 38% spend less than thirty minutes reading 

recreationally, and 30% of fifteen-year-olds never read recreationally at all. To be able to 

enjoy reading for pleasure has been linked with writing proficiency in the native language, as 

well as in a second language (Janopolous). Janopolous found that non-native English 

speaking graduate students who enjoyed reading in English showed greater proficiency in 

writing in English (767). Reading in a non-native language is a great tool for second and 

foreign language students, and the students of English in Icelandic secondary schools read 

various English literature works, from the classic established literary canon to more recent 

works, depending on the educational institution. 

The linguist Stephen Krashen believes that “free voluntary reading” is of great benefit 

to foreign and second language students, and his theories will be discussed further in chapter 

2.7 and its sub-chapters. The basis of his findings suggest that sufficient comprehensible 

input is crucial for second and foreign language learners, and the most important tool for 

language acquisition is extensive reading in the target language. Literature and reading 

comprehension are staples in English language teaching in Icelandic secondary schools, as 

students have usually had plentiful basic training during their primary school years, and 

should be competent enough to take on a literary challenge. 
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2.4 Genres of Literature in Foreign Language Teaching: Novels, Short Stories and 

Poetry 

The literary challenges Icelandic secondary school students face are usually in the form of 

novels and short stories, with the occasional addition of poetry. Poetry appears to be a genre 

on a generally steady decline in schools (Nolan 40), and Mechthild Cranston believes that the 

elevated nature of poetry is the reason. She claims that students are intimidated by poetry 

because of “its demands on imaginative and affective engagement that, unlike the 

memorization of irregular verbs, vocabulary lists and plot summaries, involves risk taking” 

(954-955). Cranston believes that poetry should be included in the early courses of foreign 

language teaching, as it “provides small, manageable units for introducing the art of reading 

... [and] serves to develop, along with intellect, imagination and sensory awareness ... Further, 

poetry lends itself better than prose to the teaching of a language’s prosodic elements: 

rhythm, intonation and melody” (955). Poetry is indeed revealed to be the genre of literature 

given the least attention in the participants’ classrooms, and the interest in poetry varies.  

The short story is a type of literature very fitting for foreign language teaching due to 

their short length and therefore the ability to hold students’ attention, more specifically those 

who are not very interested in reading and might find a full-length novel a challenging, 

tedious, or even an unmanageable task. According to Abrams, who quotes Edgar Allan Poe, 

short stories are defined “as a narrative that can be read at one sitting of from one-half hour to 

two hours, and that is limited to ‘a certain unique or single effect,’ to which every detail is 

subordinate” (Abrams 286). Choosing which short stories to study in class can be a challenge 

for teachers, as students may have certain requirements and expectations when it comes to 

what being an actual story involves; many short stories follow different paths from most 

traditional novels, given their compactness and inability to give characters’ elaborate back 

stories and introductions. Murdoch claims that “short stories can, if selected and exploited 

appropriately, provide quality text content which will greatly enhance ELT courses for 

learners at intermediate levels of proficiency,” and continues that they can be used to direct 

beneficial learning activities such as discussion and writing (Murdoch 19).  

The novel is a fictional narrative, differing from the short story by its length, and as 

worded by Abrams: “its magnitude permits a greater variety of characters, greater 

complication of plot ... ample development of milieu, and more exploration of character and 

motives than do the shorter, more concentrated modes” (190). The novel’s extended length 
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therefore offers a deeper analysis of its characters and their experiences, consequently 

making the reader more invested in the plot. A novel can have any plot-from, from the 

romantic or dramatic to the comical, and every reader should be able to find a form of the 

novel that piques their interest. Icelandic secondary school students of English commonly 

only read one English novel per term, and the task of choosing a novel to interest as many 

students as possible can seem daunting or virtually impossible. A number of now classic 

novels have been prominent in English classrooms, but according to Barbara G. Samuels, 

there is “clearly ... no existing cannon of novels for secondary school students” (86). She 

cites a survey of teachers of English wherein 65% percent of participants agreed that “there 

are certain great books that every high school student should read,” however the titles 

suggested were so numerous that no concrete and realistically usable list of works could be 

established (Samuels 86). Teachers therefore have a vast number of these essential “great 

books” to choose from, and adding the constantly expanding number of novels aimed at 

young adults, the act of choosing can become overwhelming.  

 

2.5 The Role of English in Icelandic Society 

The linguist Braj Kachru categorized English with regard to its developing position in the 

world; the inner circle, the outer circle and the expanding circle (Kachru 242). The inner 

circle applies to users in countries that have a historical and traditional ground for the English 

language, and where it is the established dominant language of use, that is, the United 

Kingdom, the United States of America, Canada, Australia and New-Zealand, while the outer 

circle, or the extended circle, “involves the earlier phases of the spread of English and its 

institutionalization in non-native contexts” (242). The countries placed within the outer 

circle, such as Nigeria, Singapore and India, usually have a history of colonization by inner 

circle language users (242). Icelanders’ use of the English language would therefore fall into 

the expanding circle (Guðmundsdóttir and Arnbjörnsdóttir 2014, 4). Other countries listed by 

Karchru as falling into this expanding circle are China, Japan, Egypt and Israel. This circle is 

defined as not necessarily having a history of colonization by representatives of the inner 

circle (Karchru 243). This circle is expanding rapidly, and is the reason for English now 

being considered as a global language.  

English is taught as a foreign language in Icelandic schools, and primary school 

students usually begin learning English in the fourth grade (Jóhannsdóttir 16). The English 
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language is constantly becoming more relevant to the Icelandic business and economic 

landscape, and as international relations and tourism continue to increase, the ability to 

communicate with other nationalities becomes an essential qualification for most workplaces. 

Students who aspire to pursue a university education should be aware of the fact that roughly 

90% of the reading material at the University of Iceland, which had 12,921 registered 

students in the fall of 2015 (“Heildarskráning nemenda í Háskóla Íslands 2015-2016”), is in 

English, according to a 2010 study by Arinbjörnsdóttir and Ingvadóttir (1).  

The expansion of the tourism industry in Iceland is another reason for the significance 

of English and foreign language learning for Icelanders, as according to the Icelandic Tourist 

Board (Ferðamálastofa), the number of foreign tourists visiting Iceland reached 998,600 

people in 2014, more than triple the number of visitors in the year 2000 (Óladóttir 5). With 

the arrival of these visitors the economy has thrived, and businesses catering towards tourists 

have flourished. The Icelandic Tourist Board has found that a total of 21,600 people work in 

tourism-related jobs, including “accommodation and restaurant operators, travel agents, tour 

operators,” as well as people working in “passenger transport on land, sea, and by air” 

(Óladóttir 3). As the tourism industry continues to flourish and more career opportunities 

catering to the wave of visitors present themselves, the importance of international 

communication grows considerably more significant, and the English language becomes 

increasingly more prominent in Icelanders’ daily lives. For instance, in 2007 the Icelandic 

Transport Authority (Samgöngustofa) revealed the first official traffic sign written in English, 

intended to inform foreign visitors of the dangers of driving too fast on gravel roads, see 

Figure 1 (“Aukin upplýsingagjöf fyrir erlenda ökumenn á Íslandi.”). 
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Figure 1. A Traffic Sign, Written in English, by an Icelandic Road
3
  

 

Official government production of English language traffic signs and warning signs is a 

direct indication of the prominence of English in modern Icelandic society.  

 

2.5.1 Icelandic Students’ Motivation for Learning English  

Students’ motivation for studying English can be affected by their social and economic 

environment. Motivation is often characterized into two types, intrinsic motivation and 

extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation offers self-reward while extrinsic motivation 

“comes from external rewards” (Kidd and Czerniawski 191). A student who is motivated to 

read a book because he or she enjoys it immensely and is excited to learn what turns the story 

might take is motivated intrinsically, while a student whose main reason for reading a book is 

the higher possibility of a good grade, praise from a teacher, or pressure from parents to do 

well in school, would be motivated extrinsically. Ryan and Deci claim that “in the classic 

literature, extrinsic motivation has typically been characterized as a pale and impoverished 

(even if powerful) form of motivation that contrasts with intrinsic motivation” (55). However, 

not every task presented by a teacher will evoke intrinsic motivation in all of their students, 

so being able to promote extrinsic motivation positively “becomes an essential strategy for 

successful teaching” (Ryan and Deci 55). Icelandic secondary school students’ extrinsic 

motivations for studying English might therefore vary from successful university studies to 

                                                           
3
 Retrieved from: https://www.innanrikisraduneyti.is/verkefni-raduneytis/umferdamal/frettir/nr/22261 
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career aspirations, as well as from wishing to improve their ability to communicate while 

travelling. Students who hope to continue their education abroad will find university 

programs in English in a large number of countries (Ingvarsdóttir and Arnbjörnsdóttir 2010, 

2), as “for the first time in recorded history the entire known world has a shared second 

language of advanced education” (Coleman 6). With this development of English usage in the 

academic world, the expanding tourism industry, and further globalization, English teaching 

is undoubtedly a valuable part of the Icelandic curriculum. 

 

2.5.2 The English Proficiency of Icelandic University Students 

Due to the globalized nature of English, students of English as a foreign language are subject 

to a great amount of intake from their environment. Most Icelandic students have grown up 

watching subtitled British and American programs on television and Hollywood films in the 

cinema, as well as listening to English lyrics of songs on the national radio channels. The 

emergence of the internet and the wide world of interactive computer games have brought 

further need for children and teenagers’ English competence in order for them to fully enjoy 

the recreational options this new interconnected world has to offer. This leads to experience 

in conversational language, but can leave the students overconfident in their English language 

abilities while lacking in the academic English skills needed for successful university 

education (Jeeves 2012, 3). Arnbjörnsdóttir and Ingvarsdóttir’s 2010 research project “aims 

to explore views of Icelandic university students on how the use of English affects their 

ability to master the curriculum” (1). They found that 90% of the reading material at the 

University of Iceland is in English, and therefore the students’ academic success within the 

university is naturally majorly dependent on their English abilities. The results of electronic 

surveys among the University of Iceland’s students suggest that “though most students 

believe that they are prepared to study the curriculum in English ... they say that working 

with two languages increases workload and that they employ various strategies to overcome 

the linguistic constraints posed by English textbooks” (Arnbjörnsdóttir and Ingvarsdóttir 

2010, 1).  

Though most of the University of Iceland’s reading material is in English, it does not 

mean that the majority of the classes are taught in English, or that the students will be subject 

to writing English essays, nor that they will be examined in English. Students are often 

required to “constantly transfer knowledge between two different languages” 
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(Arnbjörnsdóttir and Ingvarsdóttir 2010, 3), which can cause difficulties. Students have 

turned out to have very distorted perceptions of their English abilities, as Hellekjær finds in a 

2005 study, which reports that Norwegian students scored much higher in self assessment 

than actual tests scores (Hellekjær 2005). Anna Jeeves spoke to former and current secondary 

school students in a 2012 qualitative study, and reported that the current students did not fully 

realize the importance of English academic writing skills. Some of the students do not see 

themselves writing in English beyond social media and the like, after completing their 

secondary education. However, former students, who had established careers, emphasised the 

frequent need to write in English, as well as the importance of its accuracy – as “errors that 

may be acceptable or may go unnoticed in spoken English are not acceptable in writing and 

will diminish the writer’s credibility” (Jeeves 2012, 12). The necessity of adequate English 

writing skills, in addition to sufficient speaking skills, is therefore of great importance when 

pursuing respected academic and work careers. 

 

2.6 Second Language Literacy 

Reading is a “cognitive process which the reader uses to contrive meaning from a written 

text,” whether it is in the reader’s native language or a foreign language (Guðmundsdóttir 3). 

Literacy is commonly defined as the ability to read and write. According to UNESCO, the 

word “literate” once referred to the state of being a generally “well educated learner” or 

“familiar with literature.” The meaning of the word widened in the late nineteenth century, 

and began referring to the ability to read and write, as well (Literacy for Life. EFA Global 

Monitoring Report 148). UNESCO’s An Education for all (EFA): A Global Monitoring 

Report, claims that literacy is most commonly understood as a “set of tangible skills – 

particularly the cognitive skills of reading and writing – that are independent of the context in 

which they are acquired and the background of the person who acquires them” (149). 

Acquiring literacy requires students to be motivated to learn vocabulary and be willing to put 

effort into understanding and comprehending the text. Literacy is the cornerstone of every 

aspect of education, foreign language learning being no exception.  

The American linguist Stephen Krashen believes that teaching vocabulary is the most 

important aspect of foreign language teaching, and that teaching grammar specifically is an 

ineffective method (Krasen 2009, 16). He insists that “competence in spelling and vocabulary 

is most efficiently attained by comprehensible input in the form of reading” (Krashen 1989, 
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440). Children learn their native language (L1) vocabulary gradually through social 

interaction and from their environment, as the language input is sufficient for acquisition. 

Foreign language learning in educational institutions cannot offer the same amount of input 

as the L1, and therefore foreign language (FL) students can benefit from direct vocabulary 

instruction (Jóhannsdóttir 17), as well as acquiring vocabulary indirectly by reading and other 

input of the FL. Teaching vocabulary directly is considered of lesser effect than “incidental 

learning,” that is, the subconscious process of acquisition you do not know is taking place: 

you consciously focus on the message, not the form (Krashen 1989, 440). By putting the 

focus on the message the form is subconsciously acquired incidentally, as Krashen’s Input 

Hypothesis suggests, discussed in more detail below. 

 

2.7 The Monitor Model 

Stephen Krashen’s Monitor Model is an immensely influential model of learning. The model 

consists of five hypotheses: the Acquisition-Learning Hypothesis, the Monitor Hypothesis, 

the Input Hypothesis, the Natural Order Hypothesis, and the Affective Filter Hypothesis. 

(Gass and Selinker 144).  

 

2.7.1 The Monitor Model’s Hypotheses 

By the Acquisition-Learning Hypothesis, Krashen suggests that second language learners 

gain knowledge of the target language by two means: by acquisition and learning. 

Acquisition is described by Krashen as a process “similar, if not identical to the way children 

develop ability in their first language ... language acquisition is a subconscious process” 

(Krashen 2009, 10). Language learning on the other hand, is developing competence in a 

second language by conscious effort to learn the language’s “grammar” and “rules” (144).  

The knowledge gained by these two different means is used differently, as Glass and Selinker 

state: “The acquired system is used to produce language ... The learned system serves as an 

‘inspector’ of the acquired system. It checks to ensure the correctness of the utterance against 

the knowledge in the learned system” (145). The Natural Order Hypothesis states that 

“elements of language are acquired in a predictable order” (145), meaning that certain 

grammatical structures are acquired early in the language learning process, while others are 
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acquired later on (Bilash). The Monitor Hypothesis continues to explain how second 

language learners use acquisition and learning, as the “acquired system” initiates speech and 

the “learned system” acts as a “Monitor” to that speech, monitoring it for errors to correct 

(Glass and Selinker 145). 

 

Figure 2. The Monitor Model’s Hypothesis Explained (Gass and Selinker 146). 

 

This “Monitor” can act as a hindrance for foreign and second language students, as they 

might become too focused on accuracy at the price of fluency (Bilash).  

 

2.7.1.1 The Input Hypothesis 

Krashen’s Input Hypothesis suggests that we “acquire language by understanding messages” 

(Krashen 1989, 440). Krashen claims that comprehensive environmental input is an essential 

factor to language acquisition, and language output is not effective to the learner’s ability. In 

addition, he insists that language learning should be a subconscious development of 

acquisition, and that conscious learning does not lead to the advancement of linguistic 

competence and natural production of language (2009, 22). He views specific grammar 

teaching as unproductive and argues that coherent input is enough to familiarize students with 

the structures of the language. Gass and Selinker conclude that Krashen’s ideas “leave little 

for a teacher to do other than ensure that the students receive comprehensible input” (147). 

The input is essential, while students producing output is not relevant to gaining language 

acquisition, but rather a result of the acquisition gained by receiving enough comprehensive 

input. The output, that is the ability to speak, is not a cause of language acquisition, but 

instead an effect of language acquisition. The input is of utmost importance, and abundant 

understood input will provide the necessary grammar automatically (Gass and Selinker 146-

147). Krashen claims that “the language teacher need not attempt deliberately to teach the 

next structure along the natural order – it will be provided in just the right quantities and 
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automatically reviewed if the student receives a sufficient amount of comprehensible input” 

(Krashen 1985, 2). According to this, the teacher’s main objective is simply to expose 

students to enough comprehensible input. 

 

2.7.1.2 The Affective Filter Hypothesis 

Language acquisition is also heavily dependent on the learners themselves and their own 

willingness to learn the language at hand. If a learner is unwilling to learn the language, or 

associates it negatively because of anxiety, boredom, or embarrassment, the learner is less 

likely to successfully acquire linguistic competence. These negative emotions act as a filter 

that reduces the quality or amount of the student’s linguistic output (Krashen 2009, 31).  

 

 

Figure 3. The Affective Filter Hypothesis Explained (Gass and Selinker 147). 

 

The “Affective Filter” is responsible for the difference between native language learning as a 

child, and second language learning later in life, as “the Affective Filter is not something 

children have” (Gass and Selinker, 147). A negative factor to second or foreign language 

learning as an adult or a child in a formal educational setting is the lack of a “silent period” 

(Krashen 2009, 27). Krashen discusses children’s non-formal second language acquisition, 

and points out that children acquiring a second language in a “natural, informal linguistic 

environment” are often rather quiet and do not speak much in the target language for the first 

months following their first exposure to the language (Krashen 2009, 26). In that time they 

are subject to an abundance of input to work through, “building competence” by observing 

and listening, coming to understand the language (Krashen 2009, 27). This silent adjustment 

period is not allowed to foreign language students in formal educational settings, as they are 

usually asked to perform some output in the target language early in their education, before 
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they have been subject to sufficient comprehensive input. New students do not have the 

“syntactic competence” to correctly produce speech expressing their thoughts and ideas, and 

will therefore fall back on the syntactic rules in their native language in their attempt to 

communicate in the foreign language, which is disadvantageous (Krahen 2009, 26). The 

pressure to produce output early on can also lead to students feeling nervous and negative 

towards the language learning, heightening their affective filter.  

 

2.7.2 The Importance of Reading  

The importance of input has been thoroughly stressed, and Krashen’s view is that reading 

serves as the most efficient vocabulary and grammar learning exercise, being far superior to 

actual grammar and vocabulary teaching exercises. Learning grammatical rules to later 

acquire them by practicing, or “internalization,” is in accordance with “the new ‘cognitive 

code’ school of thought,” but Krashen believes the initial learning of the rules to be 

unnecessary (Krashen 2009, 83-84). He points out that acquisition often happens without 

learning having occurred, as individuals can form complex, structurally correct sentences 

without ever having consciously learned the rules (2009, 83-84). Krashen writes that 

“competence in spelling and vocabulary is most efficiently attained by comprehensible input 

in the form of reading” (Krashen 1989, 440). The students who practice more “free reading” 

in their own time have a larger vocabulary than those who do not read outside of school 

(444). “Free voluntary reading,” meaning simply to read because the reader wants to, is the 

most effective way to improve literacy in Krashen’s opinion, and developing a habit of 

reading is highly valuable for their future academic careers (Krashen 2004, x).  When it 

comes to second language learning, Krashen believes that 

[Free voluntary reading] is ... the way to achieve second language proficiency 

...  It is one of the best things a second language acquirer can do to bridge the 

gap from the beginning level to truly advanced levels of second language 

proficiency.” (x)  

Not only does reading help students improve vocabulary and acquire grammatical 

competence, but reading also helps to develop spelling competence. There is ample evidence 

for the fact that children can learn to spell correctly without formal instruction, and a study by 

Cornman, in which the effect of eliminating formal spelling instruction is analyzed, found 
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that the effect of spelling instruction was insignificant, and children continued to improve 

their spelling without it (Krashen 1989, 445). A series of studies involving children learning 

English as a second language in Singapore showed that children who were in a free reading 

program outperformed their “traditionally taught” peers on “tests of reading comprehension, 

vocabulary, oral language, grammar, listening comprehension, and writing” (Krashen 2004, 

4-5).  

 

2.7.3 Further on Free Reading 

Stephen Krashen regards reading as the most powerful tool of language acquisition, and free 

voluntary reading is the most effective way to increase literacy. He states: 

In face-to-face comparisons, reading is consistently shown to be more efficient 

than direct instruction. Other studies confirm that direct instruction has little or no 

effect. The conclusion we can draw ... can be easily stated: Reading is a powerful 

means of developing reading comprehension ability, writing style, vocabulary, 

grammar and spelling. In addition, evidence shows that it is pleasant, promotes 

cognitive development, and lowers writing apprehension. (Krashen 2004, 37) 

Such a tool, with the potential to develop the crucial skills listed by Krashen above, would be 

of immeasurable importance to a second language learner. Krashen goes as far as to state that 

this tool, reading, “is the only way we become good readers, develop good writing style, and 

adequate vocabulary, advanced grammatical competence, and the only way we become good 

spellers” (Krashen 2004, 37). When partaking in voluntary free reading, learners are exposed 

to comprehensible input in a stress-free environment, allowing them to comfortably immerse 

themselves in the language. A further benefit of reading is the simple fact of it being 

pleasurable. Krashen accounts this pleasure to the concept of “flow,” which is “the state 

people reach when they are deeply but effortlessly involved in an activity” (2004, 29). This 

“flow” is achieved when an individual is able to concentrate fully on the reading material 

before him, immersing himself in the words and “escaping” his worries and frustrations 

(Krashen 2004, 29). In The Power of Reading, Krashen cites surveys that confirm the 

pleasure of reading, as participants routinely rated reading as pleasurable, and he further 

emphasises the view of reading as pleasurable as he refers to informal reports that describe 
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children enjoying reading in school, and the success of free reading periods completely 

without any discipline problems (32).  

 Krashen is of the opinion that one of the most important goals of language teachers 

should be to encourage students to partake in free reading (2004, 57). The students’ access to 

reading material differs from home to home, and research has shown that those students from 

homes where reading material is abundant and readily available do indeed read more than 

those who cannot access reading material as easily (2004, 57). “Reading itself promotes 

reading,” and children that are used to being read to, read recreationally, or are encouraged by 

their frequently reading parents, are more likely to continue reading into their teen years and 

adulthood (Krashen 2004, 81). Children who do not grow up with books are at a 

disadvantage, as according to Krashen: “Traditional language arts instruction ... is merely a 

test, a test that privileged children, who grow up with books, pass and that less fortunate 

children fail” (2004, 38). Simple verbal encouragement from teachers, suggesting for students 

to read and giving them a quiet place to do so, has proved to be very effective in sparking 

students’ interest. 

 

2.8 Overemphasis on Literature? 

The research project English in Iceland (Enska á Íslandi) reveals that Icelanders have a good 

understanding of general spoken English and a sufficient grasp of the language for casual use, 

but lack skills in reading comprehension, speaking skills and writing (Guðmundsdóttir and 

Arnbjörnsdóttir, 18). The Icelandic linguist Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir has studied English 

teaching in Iceland thoroughly in recent years and puts great emphasis on the importance of 

academic reading and writing. Icelandic students have proven less competent than they 

themselves assume when faced with the teaching material and other English academic texts at 

the university level (Guðmundsdóttir and Arnbjörnsdóttir). Gerður Guðmundsdóttir and Birna 

Arnbjörnsdóttir call for clear criteria regarding the competence and abilities of graduating 

English students, and increased teaching of academic language reading and writing (1). They 

quote Dr. Robin Scarcella who shares their views on the importance of academic English: 

“Learning academic English is probably one of the surest, most reliable ways of attaining 

socioeconomic success in the United States today. Learners cannot function in school settings 

effectively without it” (Scarcella 2003, 1).  
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 English courses in Icelandic secondary schools are generally rather similar, according 

to Guðmundsdóttir and Arnbjörndóttir. Imported textbooks, accessible novels and short 

stories are characteristic of early English courses, while the upper level courses focus on 

more challenging literary works, as well as other texts, with the emphasis on vocabulary and 

essay writing, recently including attention to academic vocabulary (Guðmundsdóttir and 

Arnbjörnsdóttir, 13). Guðmundsdóttir and Arnbjörnsdóttir are concerned that Icelandic 

students mistake their environmentally acquired conversational skills and general 

understanding of every-day English language use for being sufficient for formal academic or 

career use. They point out the fact that more advanced secondary school English classes are 

“literature-centric,”
4
 and claim that literary texts are usually prioritised at the cost of 

academic ones, resulting in students’ inability to recognize academic texts and comprehend 

the discourse of higher education (5). Academic texts, their vocabulary, their approach to the 

subject matter, and their structure, do indeed differ greatly from novels and other literary 

texts, and students need to have basic knowledge of the subject and satisfactory reading 

comprehension to fully grasp their content (Arnbjörnsdóttir and Prinz, 2013). The increase of 

academic vocabulary teaching is undoubtedly beneficial to Icelandic English students, but 

care must be taken to introduce those words organically and gradually, so as not to 

overwhelm students with long lists of unfamiliar, complex words that they have difficulties 

utilizing naturally in speech or writing. 

Dr. Kiranjeet Kaur Bedi believes that the tendency to regard literature “inappropriate” 

for the language classroom is misguided, and that literary texts are indeed a “powerful 

pedagogical tool” very beneficial to language students (Bedi 1). Bedi considers the 

distinction made between literary and non-literary discourse and advises against differencing 

between the two, claiming that “the procedures which are used to interpret literary discourse 

are essentially the same for interpreting any type of discourse” (1). Literary works provide 

the foreign language student with an abundance of different language structures, 

subconsciously ingrained while the student focuses on the meaning of the text instead of 

concentrating on form.  Bedi is convinced that the motivation offered by literature is greatly 

beneficial to the students, allowing them to develop language abilities through reading, as 

reading leads to literary work becoming “a vehicle for language learning” (5).   

                                                           
4
 “afar bókmenntamiðuð.” 
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Valid points are made by both Bedi and the Icelandic researchers Arnbjörnsdóttir and 

Guðmundsdóttir, as the importance of preparing students for further university studies should 

not be underestimated, and Arnbjörnsdóttir’s research has shown that university students 

struggle with comprehending academic texts and have little experience with academic 

writing. Literature is still important in terms of providing comprehensible input and models 

for language structure, as well as for the fact that it is “enjoyable” to students (Krashen 2004, 

28). Literature also familiarizes students with historical and social contexts, as Davis claims 

that a great number of literary works require “awareness of historical-cultural referents and 

the spatiotemporal context in which a work was written” (Davis 359). 
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3. Methodology 

This qualitative study aims to examine the views of secondary school English students 

towards literature in the English classroom, as well as their reading habits outside of school. 

The goal is to gather information on students’ attitude towards English literature and reading 

in general, what the students believe to be effective language teaching, what they would 

prefer to see in EFL classes, and whether there is something that might be done differently. 

 

3.1 The Research Question 

The question is simple: What are Icelandic secondary school students’ attitudes towards 

English learning and English literature? This is approached by attempting to analyse 

participants’ opinions on English teaching in general, as well as their literary preferences. 

The research question is therefore threefold:  

1. What are students’ attitudes towards secondary English teaching in general? 

2. What are students’ attitudes towards literature in general?  

3. What are students’ attitudes towards English literature in Icelandic secondary 

schools? 

The qualitative study aims to answer this by analysis of interviews with secondary school 

English students. The interviews are based on a short questionnaire which invites students to 

voice their feelings towards literature in English classes, reading in general and what they 

believe affects their English learning and abilities the most. The interviews were conducted in 

a non-restrictive manner, allowing participants to share their opinions freely. 

 

3.2 Finding the Participants of the Study 

The participants for interviews were found by contacting a number of teachers of English in 

Icelandic upper secondary schools, asking if they were willing to assist with contacting 

students for interviews. Eventually three schools were chosen, two schools in Reykjavík and 

one school outside of the Great Reykjavík area. The population of Iceland was 332,529 by 

the 1
st
 of January 2016 (“Publication detail – Population development 2015”) and the number 
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of people living in the Greater Reykjavík Area in 2015 was 213,760, making roughly 64% of 

Icelanders inhabitants of the Capital region:  

Table 2. Population by Municipality 2015
5
 

 2015 Total 

Capital region 213,760  

 

 

Due to this very uneven population distribution, choosing two schools from the Greater 

Reykjavík area seemed appropriate.   

Two male and two female students were interviewed at each school and all except one 

student were in the final term of their secondary education. All students had completed, or 

were in the process of completing, the mandatory English courses in their school. The 

interviews took place in the students’ place of study, in accordance with the three teachers 

willing to assist with the search for participating students. The interviewer came into an 

English class of upper-level students and asked for volunteers. The interviewer introduced 

herself as a student at the University of Iceland, writing an MA-thesis on “students’ attitudes 

towards English literature in Icelandic secondary schools,” asking for four volunteers to talk 

about their opinions on literature and the English classroom. Four students volunteered 

willingly in each school. However, the fact remains that students willing to agree to an 

interview about literature learning might be more likely to be interested in literature in the 

first place, and therefore these sample students might be more likely to respond very 

positively to the questions. As a result, those participants may not necessarily be statistically 

representative of secondary school students as a whole, but are more likely to give helpful 
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feedback. Still, the answers were varying and the twelve students interviewed had different 

opinions on English literature and the use of it in teaching.  

The Icelandic Bureau of Statistics (Hagstofa Íslands) provides the information that 

14,803 students studied English in Icelandic upper-secondary schools during the academic 

year 2013-2014 (see Table 3 below). Of those students, 7,278 were male and 7,525 were 

female. 

 

Table 3. Number of Icelandic Students Learning Modern Foreign Languages
6
 

 

Assuming that these numbers have not changed, the sample for this survey would be a mere 

0.08% of the upper-secondary students of English in Iceland, so the results should be viewed 

as anecdotal, giving a rough idea of the views and opinions of secondary school students 

towards English literature, rather than precise statistical representation. It is important to note 

the significant changes being made to the Icelandic secondary school system at the time of 

this research, moving to three years of study rather than four, and in that process, various cuts 
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have been made in the schools’ curriculum. In many cases, languages have been sacrificed 

for other subjects, as in one of the participating schools that recently closed their language 

department. Due to this development, it is quite likely that the numbers have changed 

somewhat since the school year 2013-2014, and will continue to change until the three-year 

system has been fully implemented. 

 

3.3 The Questionnaire 

The questionnaire used for the basis of the interviews consists of fourteen questions; most of 

them open to further discussion. The students were given the choice to answer the interview 

questions in English or Icelandic and every interviewee chose the option of answering in 

Icelandic.  

After a brief small talk to introduce the interviewer and her project, as well as to 

lighten the mood and emphasize the fact that in this interview, there are no wrong answers, 

the interviews opened with a couple of simple questions asking the students if they enjoy, and  

how well they do in English classes. These questions are posed to warm the students up to the 

interview, offering simple questions that they will easily be able to discuss.  

The next two questions are about the school and its offering of literature and literature 

centric courses, followed by two questions about the students’ feelings towards certain types 

of literature, as well as literature in general, asking students to communicate their personal  

feelings and interest in the subject matter.  

Questions seven, eight and nine return to the matter of the school’s literature teaching, 

asking about the novels the students have read for classes, teaching methods and if the 

students have been given a choice of reading material.  

The following three questions again ask for the students’ personal opinions and 

experiences, as they are asked if they find the texts difficult to understand, if they are 

interested in literature in general, and if they have been inspired to do extra-curricular reading 

because of English classes.  

The final couple of questions then ask the students if they would like to see something 

done differently in English classes, and if they are of the belief that literature is beneficial to 

language learners. 
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The questionnaire in its entirety is as follows: 

1. Do you enjoy English classes? What do you like the most/least? 

2. Do you do well in English classes? Why/why not? 

3. Do you feel like there is an emphasis on literature in mandatory English courses? Is 

that good/bad in your opinion? 

4. Did you have the opportunity to choose literature centred optional courses? If not, 

would you have liked to? 

5. What are your feelings towards novels, poems and short stories in English classes? 

6. What kind of literature interests you? 

7. Which books do you remember having read for English classes? What do you think 

about those books? 

8. Did you ever have any choice regarding which books to read? If not, would you have 

liked to?  

9. What methods have been used to teach you English literature and what do you think 

about those methods? 

10. Do you find the literature taught in English classes easy or difficult to understand? 

11. Are you interested in literature in general? In what way is literature a part of your 

daily life? 

12. Have English classes inspired you in any way to read more in your free time? 

13. Are you pleased with the material being taught in English classes? Do you feel like 

there is something missing, or is there something in particular you would enjoy/be 

interested in seeing? 

14. In your opinion, how useful is literature to second language students? Do you feel like 

you benefit from studying literature, or do you think your time would be better spent 

doing something else? What would that be? 

 

3.4 Participants 

The participants come from three different schools, two of which are located in the Greater 

Reykjavík area and one of which is located outside of that area. One of the schools based in 

Reykjavík offers a “class-based” system (bekkjakerfi), that is, all students in the same form 

have the same timetable. Students in each class group are assigned a specific class-room, 

spend most of their school-day with the same classmates, and teachers of different subjects 
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move between class-rooms for each class. The other two schools are organized according to a 

“course-based” system (áfangakerfi), meaning that students choose their courses for each 

semester, allowing for more flexibility and adjustment of the timetable.  

The participants from the “class-based” school, School A for reference, were all 

nineteen years old at the time of the interviews, completing their last term before graduation. 

These students will be called Anna, Helga, Magnús and Páll for clarity, though names have 

been changed. 

The participants from the “course-based” school in the Greater Reykjavík area, 

School B for reference, differed in age, from nineteen to twenty-four years old. All but one 

student, the nineteen-year-old male, were completing their last term before graduation. These 

students will be called Auður (24 years old), Hjörtur (23 years old), Sigurður (19 years old) 

and Vilborg (22 years old), though names have been changed. 

The participants from the “course-based” school outside of the Greater Reykjavík 

area, School C for reference, were all completing their last term before graduation, but 

differed in age. These students will be called Ingibjörg (20 years old), Karl (21 years old), 

Unnur (18 years old) and Þorsteinn (19 years old), though names have been changed.  

 

3.5 The Interviewing Process 

The process of finding suitable participants, interviewing and transcribing took roughly three 

weeks. The interviews took place between February 11
th

 and March 1
st
 in the spring term of 

2016. The interviewer was invited to bring volunteers out of certain English classes, but due 

to time constrictions, she needed to return later and finish speaking to all four students in 

each Reykjavík school. When interviewing students outside of the Greater Reykjavík area the 

teacher assisting arranged for the meeting when the students had a double English period, in 

order for the interviewer to be able to complete the interviews in one day, so she would not 

have to make a second trip.  

The interviews were conducted in Icelandic, which is the native language of all of the 

participants of the study. As has been mentioned, the subjects were given a choice of 

answering questions in English or Icelandic, and all of them decided to answer in Icelandic. 

Despite the students’ wishes to answer in Icelandic, there were many instances of the students 
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using words and phrases from English in their fluent native speech. This is an occurrence 

called “code-switching,” defined in linguistics as “using two languages or language varieties 

concurrently in conversation” (Mitchell, Myles and Emma Marsden, 292).  

All of the interviews were conducted in a location of privacy, usually in empty 

classrooms but at one point in an empty conference room, in a one-on-one situation, in order 

to make the students more comfortable while answering the questions and sharing their 

opinions. The students were assured of the anonymity of the study and that their names would 

not be revealed, and the fact that they could refuse to answer any questions if they felt 

uncomfortable. The students agreed to be recorded by a voice recorder, and so the interviews 

were recorded using a Smart Voice Recorder in a Google Nexus 5 smart phone, and the 

recordings were then carefully transcribed word for word to be analysed. The length of the 

interviews varied. The average length of an interview was fourteen minutes, while the 

shortest one lasted eight minutes, and the longest one lasted twenty-five minutes, as some 

students were clearly more eager for discussion on the subject matter than others. 

The questions were asked in the same order in every interview, although the students 

did bring up subjects relevant to later questions and deliberated further, but the questions 

were still brought up when the time came, and were either brushed off by the student as 

already having been discussed, or resulted in a further discussion of the matter.  

 

3.6 Data Analysis 

The data gathered from qualitative research “are non-numeric and less structured data than 

those generated through quantitative oriented inquiry, because the data collection process 

itself is less structured, more flexible, and inductive” (Guest, MacQueen and Namey, 6). The 

interviews were conducted in a semi-structured manner. Semi-structured interviews differ 

from structured interviews in that they are open, allowing for diversion of the discussion, and 

new ideas to be added to the conversation should the interviewee’s answers invite them to be 

(Crabtree). The interviews, though flexible and conversational in nature, were still based on a 

fourteen-question questionnaire, and that questionnaire was the basis of the result analysis. 

The author applied thematic analysis of the data by categorizing the participants’ answers by 

the fourteen questions that directed the course of the interviews. She then read thoroughly 

through the text, used colour coding on the interview transcripts, and subsequently 
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thematically arranged and compared the participants’ discourse in response to each question 

by relevance to the research question. The themes that emerged from the interviews were the 

following; that of students’ feelings about English classes in general, that of students’ 

feelings about English literature and literature in general; that of what kind of literature is 

being taught in the classroom; that of the methods used to teach students literature; and 

finally that of how students learn English outside of the classroom. 
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4. Results 

This chapter reviews the results of the study, the interviews are analysed and the students’ 

answers compared and contrasted. The chapter is divided into five sections, each section 

reviewing one of the themes that emerged when the interviews were analysed, as outlined 

above. 

 

4.1 How Students Feel About English Classes 

This chapter focuses on the theme of students’ feelings towards English classes in general. 

The general view is that English classes are fun and easy, but students have a few ideas of 

what they feel should be emphasised more in the classroom.  

 

4.1.1 English is Fun 

When participants are asked if they enjoy English classes, the general response is very 

positive. Eleven out of twelve participants answer the question with a “yes”, though a few 

have some conditions, while only one student answers more ambiguously. All students from 

school B answer very positively.  

 Five students, three female and two male, are quick to mention that literature is one of 

their favourite things about English classes. One student claims that writing is an interest of 

hers, and another expresses her liking for in-class discussions:  

What I like the most since we started secondary school, is how often we have these 

discussions in classes, and the teacher always speaks English, and it’s really kind of 

strange when the English teacher speaks to you in Icelandic ... he often has this 

circle, and we just discuss whatever it is we have been learning. If we read a short 

story for example, then we all sit in a circle and everyone says their opinion of the 

story.
7
  

                                                           
7
 Mér finnst aðallega skemmtilegt eftir að við komum í menntaskóla, og þá er svo mikið af umræðum alltaf í 

tímum, og kennarinn talar alltaf á ensku, og það er í rauninni bara skrítið þegar enskukennarinn talar íslensku 

við þig ... Hann er oft með svona hring og við erum bara að tala saman um það sem við erum að læra. Til dæmis 

ef við lesum smásögu, og svo setjumst við öll í hring og allir segja bara sínar skoðanir á sögunni. 
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Anna and Magnús mention English and American history, as well as the cultural identities of 

these two nations, as one of their favourite subjects in English class, and Vilborg claims that it 

often depends on the individual teacher if a class is enjoyable or not, as some teachers are 

more talented in capturing students’ attention.  It is notable that Vilborg is one of the students 

who feel very adequate when it comes to English, as she claims that “English is Icelanders’ 

second language”, and that she is “basically half-American,” while still acknowledging that 

some English courses are more challenging, and though she claims to enjoy English classes 

immensely, she: “had a final course not too long ago, and it was very challenging to me. I 

didn’t think that one was quite as fun...”
8
 This reflects on the fact that many Icelandic students 

are prone to overestimating their English skills, as Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir has found in her 

research (Arnbjörnsdóttir 2007, 59). 

 

4.1.2 English is Easy  

When the students are asked what they like the most about English, or what they like the least 

if they are inclined to answer that question instead, the answers are interesting, especially in 

light of the fact that half of the participants state that they find English classes rather easy, 

and are very confident in their English abilities. Hjörtur confidently tells the interviewer: 

What I dislike the most about the mandatory courses, are those exercise sheets 

we’re given to fill out. To me, they’re pointless. I learned English when I was 

nine years old, something like that. I started to be able to talk to people through 

video games. So every time when, you know, when I get these exercise sheets I 

complete them right away. And they just keep coming until the teacher gives up. 

I’ve just sort of imprinted [these grammar rules] in my brain.
9
 

                                                           
8
 Ég var í lokaáfanga fyrir stuttu síðan, og mér fannst hann alveg mjög krefjandi. Fannst hann ekki alveg jafn 

skemmtilegur ... 

9
 Mér finnst leiðinlegast í skyldufögunum, verkefnablöðin sem við fáum til að fylla út. Fyrir mig er það 

tilgangslaust. Ég lærði ensku þegar ég var níu ára gamall, eitthvað svoleiðis. Ég var farinn að geta talað við fólk 

í gegnum tölvuleiki. Þannig að alltaf svona, þú veist svona, þegar ég fæ verkefnablöðin þá klára ég þau strax. Og 

þau halda bara áfram að koma þangað til að kennarinn bara gefst upp ... Ég náttúrulega er bara, búin að prenta 

það í hausinn á mér. 
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Karl agrees with Hjörtur and likes English classes because he finds them very easy, which 

results in him having chosen every single English course his school has to offer. He explains 

that he finds English classes so “comfortable,” and is confident in his ability to easily pass 

every English course. Páll, who studied abroad for most of his primary school years, enjoys 

English classes because English is “kind of [his] second mother tongue,”
10

 while Þorsteinn 

feels that grammar exercises are very boring because he “know[s] it all.”
11

 

A few students choose to answer what they like the least about English classes, and 

most of them mention grammar exercises at some point. When asked if there is anything he 

dislikes about English classes, Karl tells the interviewer: “Yes, just... you know, just tedious 

work, like when you’re doing exercises like grammar exercises and such. Maybe just for me, 

because I find it so easy. It’s not... then it’s no fun.”
12

 But Karl is not the only one who 

dislikes grammar exercises because he finds them too easy, as is evident by Hjörtur’s 

aforementioned comment on exercise sheets and the grammar rules being “imprinted” on his 

brain. Þorsteinn explains: “I don’t really like the grammar aspect, because I find it very easy. 

I know it all already,”
13

 and then goes on to say that he enjoys himself when he is “... learning 

something new. You know, reading some book or something. That has been fun.”
14

 Ingibjörg 

and Magnús also mention grammar as their least favourite aspect of English classes while 

preferring literature. Grammar exercises do not provide an interesting classroom experience 

according to the participants, and even though half of the participants claim to enjoy English 

classes because of their general relaxed ambiance, and “ease,” they find grammar exercises 

“boring” because of their lack of mental stimulation.  

When the participants are asked if they do well in English classes, the question is 

answered positively by every single participant. All of them claim to do well in English 

classes, and Páll, who has studied abroad for some time, answers: “Yes, if I did my 

                                                           
10

 Ég myndi segja að enska sé svona eiginlega annað móðurmál mitt. 

11
 Ég kann þetta allt. 

12
 Já bara svona... svona handavinna, bara svona eins og þegar maður er að gera svona verkefni eins og 

málfræðiverkefni og þannig. Kannski bara fyrir mig, því að mér finnst það auðvelt. Það er ekkert... þá er það 

ekkert gaman. 

13
 Ég hef ekki mjög gaman af málfræðinni, það er útaf því að mér finnst þetta mjög auðvelt. Ég kann þetta allt. 

14
 Það er þegar maður er að læra eitthvað nýtt. Þú veist, lesa einhverja bók eða eitthvað svoleiðis. Það hefur 

verið gaman. 
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homework, I would probably be getting top grades in everything.”
15

 This statement is 

notable, as Páll’s unshaken confidence in his abilities might portray the over-confidence 

Icelandic upper-secondary students have in their own English abilities (Arnbjörnsdóttir 

2007). 

Looking at the answers the students give to this question makes it perfectly clear that 

the majority of the students are indeed, quite confident in their abilities, Karl being the only 

one who answers the question somewhat less enthusiastically than the other participants, 

however, still with a “yes.” 

 

Table 4. Students’ Replies to the Question “Do You Do Well in English Classes?” 

Anna Yes! 

Helga Yes, I do very well. 

Magnús Yes. 

Páll Yes, if I would study, I would probably be 

getting top grades in everything. 

Auður Yes, very well. 

Hjörtur Yes, I do well. I’m really good at English 

Sigurður Yes! 

Vilborg Yes, I would say so. 

Ingibjörg Sure, I’m doing well. 

Karl Yeeess. 

Unnur Yes, most of the time! 

Þorsteinn Very well! 

 

4.1.3 What Could Be Done Differently? 

Páll is unable to think of anything concrete that he would like to see done differently in 

English classes, but offers criticism of the textbook produced by the school, and adds that 

even though he could not offer anything constructive at the moment, he is of the opinion that 

                                                           
15

 Já ef ég myndi læra þá væri ég örugglega með tíu í öllu.  
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students should be consulted in the writing of the curriculum. Anna voices an unpopular 

opinion, and confesses that she would have liked to see more grammar exercises and 

grammatical teaching in English classes: 

We do very little grammar. I was rather surprised, I was sure we’d get a lot of 

grammar, but it’s more just reading. I would have liked to get more grammar 

teaching because I think that vocabulary and stuff just comes kind of, with time. 

Like now, we’re looking at a lot of words, we’re focusing too much on words that 

aren’t being used today. Words that aren’t, that aren’t really necessary to get by. 

It’s so much more fun to look at how words are structured and how to use them.
16

  

None of the other students express any interest in grammar, in fact grammar exercises are 

most frequently mentioned as the students’ least favourite part of their English education. 

Students’ opinions are clearly various, and the importance of offering variety in education 

should be emphasised.  

 Both Anna and Helga voice their enjoyment of studying British and American cultural 

history, which they think is very educational and enjoyable, as they feel it is very practical 

knowledge. Helga addresses her liking for mastering English by learning about an interesting 

subject in the target language. Such interdisciplinary teaching methods could easily be 

developed further in the English classes of Icelandic secondary schools. English teaching and 

history teaching could efficiently be combined, at least to some degree, especially if the 

history curriculum covers events such as the American Civil War or the English Reformation, 

as British and American Cultural Studies have already been addressed in School A. Cultural 

Studies allow foreign language students to “develop a more nuanced view of a country and 

society whose language they are learning,” according to Michael Byram, and he continues to 

point out that by introducing learners to foreign societies, they are being introduced to “ways 

of feeling, thinking, believing and acting which are ... alien to the ways into which they have 

                                                           
16

 Við förum í rosalega litla málfræði. Það kom mér alveg mjög á óvart, ég var alveg viss um að við fegum alveg 

ofur málfræði, en þetta er meira bara lestur. Ég hefði verið til í að fá meiri kennslu í málfræðinni af því að ég 

held að svona orðaforðinn og það kemur bara soldið, svona með tímanum. Eins og núna erum við að taka fullt af 

orðum, við erum að einbeita okkur of mikið af orðum sem eru ekkert í notkun í dag. Einhverjum sem kannski 

eru ekkert... sem eru okkur kannski ekkert lífsnauðsynleg að komast af með. Það er miklu skemmtilegra að fara í 

hvernig orðin eru byggð upp og hvernig við eigum að nota þau 
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been socialized” (Byram 61). This “understanding of otherness,” as described by Byram (61), 

is an especially enjoyable part of the English education for the participants from School A.  

 The students of School B are generally very pleased with their school and the classes 

they are offered. Sigurður and Auður had nothing to add when asked if there was something 

they would like to see differently, claiming that they are perfectly content with the way the 

English classes are constructed. The only thing Vilborg has to add is that she would love more 

optional courses but realizes that a certain amount of material must be covered and there 

cannot be very many optional courses before they start disrupting the curriculum.  

 Vilborg is realistic, and tells the interviewer: “English classes weren’t always fun, 

there was a lot of stuff that was really boring. But the boring stuff didn’t overshadow the fun 

stuff. And besides, it’s all a question of attitude. You can find everything boring, if that’s your 

attitude.”
17

 Vilborg’s attitude is clearly positive, and she emphasises how immensely pleased 

she is with her time in School B, as she had previously transferred from school to school, 

never really staying for very long before dropping out.  

I’ve been in a lot of schools, and then I started [School B], and I just lasted. 

Which is big. I read some reviews about the school before I started and was like: 

“Yeah, right...” But now I just want to write an entire article about how great this 

school is. It was so surprising, in a good way. The students here are really lucky. I 

can truthfully say that [School B] has moulded my future.
18

 

Vilborg’s story is heartening, seeing as her secondary education has been fragmented and 

repeatedly disrupted, until she finally found her place in School B. She plans to graduate at 

the end of the spring term, and is excited to begin her studies and the University of Iceland in 

fall 2016. Seeing students who have struggled to establish themselves eventually succeed, and 

remain motivated to embark upon further education, is indeed uplifting and encouraging.  

                                                           
17

 Enskutímar voru ekkert alltaf skemmtilegir, það var margt hundleiðinlegt. En það yfirgnæfði ekkert þetta 

skemmtilega, það sem var leiðinlegt. Og fyrir utan það að þá snýst þetta náttúrulega allt um viðhorf. Þér getur 

fundist allt leiðinlegt. 

18
 Ég er búin að vera í mörgum skólum, og svo byrjaði ég í ---, og ég bara entist. Sem er stórt. Ég las einhverjar 

svona umsagnir um skólann þegar ég byrjaði og var bara: „Einmitt...“ En núna langar mig bara að skrifa grein 

um hvað þetta er frábær skóli. Það kom mér mjög skemmtilega á óvart. Nemendurnir hérna eru mjög heppnir, ég 

get alveg sagt með sanni að --- er búinn að móta mína framtíð. 
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 Hjörtur has also moved between secondary schools and finds himself at home in 

School B. He is very pleased with his School B experience as a whole, and the only negatives 

he mentions are related to one teacher he admits to disliking. He stresses the importance of a 

positive relationship between students and teachers, and is sure that there is a correlation 

between such relationships and the students’ efforts in class: 

Since primary school, I’ve always been like, you know, if I don’t connect with the 

teacher, or if I dislike them, or they annoy me, then I won’t do my best to, you 

know, please the teacher. Or do my best to make them pleased with me, you 

know... It’s so strange how it can be sometimes. You want to do well in exams to 

make certain teachers proud of you. That’s what I like, that is fun.
19

 

When Hjörtur likes a teacher it motivates him to perform well in classes, take part in 

discussion and score high marks on exams. This type of extrinsic motivation is very effective 

in his case, but he is unfortunately very affected by negative emotions towards teachers as 

well. Hjörtur claims to be more fazed by teachers’ methods than their personalities though, 

and explains what he perceives to be the characteristics of a “good” teacher:  

You are teaching students so that they... you’re teaching them to make them 

interested in the material. That is a good teacher in my opinion, someone who can 

make students interested to learn on their own. Not just, you know, to teach them 

as well as he can, but help them to study as well as they can.
20

  

Hjörtur then compliments his current English teacher and confirms his great respect for her 

and her teaching methods, and though he has less pleasant relationships with some of his 

other teachers at School B, he is perfectly content with his time there. 

                                                           
19

 Já það er þannig. Ég hef alltaf veirð þannig síðan í grunnskola bara, þú veist, ef ég tengi ekki við 

kennarann, eða er illa við hann og hún svona fer í taugarnar á mér, þá leitast ég ekki við að þú veist, 

þóknast kennaranum. Gera mitt besta til að hann verði ánægður með mig, þú veist.... Það er svo fyndið 

hvað maður er stundum þannig. Að ætla að ganga vel í prófi því maður vill að ákveðnir kennarar séu 

stoltir af manni. Ég fíla það, það er svo gaman. 

20
 Þú ert að kenna nemendum til þess að þeir... til þess að vekja áhuga nemenda á náminu. Það er góður kennari 

fyrir mér, einhver sem getur vakið áhuga nemenda til þess að læra sjálfir. Ekki þú veist að, í rauninni að kenna 

þeim eins vel og hann getur heldur hjálpa þeim að læra eins vel og þeir geta. 
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 The students of School C are generally pleased with the material itself, but still have a 

few ideas for adjustment. Ingibjörg and Þorsteinn both address a need for more emphasis on 

developing speaking skills. Ingibjörg recalls a Spanish class taught by a Spanish woman who 

spoke very little Icelandic and minimal English. She remembers finding those classes difficult 

at first, as she was still a beginner and did not feel proficient enough to speak Spanish yet, but 

eventually she, and the other students, faced their fears of embarrassment and felt comfortable 

with attempting to answer the teacher’s questions and take part in class activities in the target 

language. “You just had to find a way to communicate,” Ingibjörg tells the interviewer, “don’t 

be shy and just do what you have to do.”
21

 She thinks a similar kind of urgency to speak the 

target language in class would benefit her in English classes, and explains that even though 

the teacher speaks only English, very few of the students actively participate. They are 

expected to, but most of them try to avoid speaking English. Anna Jeeves’ research, 

“Relevance and the L2 Self in the Context of Icelandic Secondary School Learners: Learner 

Views,” found that students speak more English outside of the school environment than in 

class, and Jeeves’ participants explained that general shyness, and the lack of pressure from 

the teacher, lead to their lack of “systematic speaking practice” (158-159).  

 Þorsteinn states that when students are assigned group-work in class and are expected 

to speak English within their groups, students never do unless the teacher is listening. He feels 

that the practice of speaking is lacking in all foreign language classes: “there is always a lot of 

emphasis on reading and writing, but if you can’t speak, which is what you would probably 

need to do the most in real life... then you are missing out.”
22

 Though speaking abilities are 

indisputably important, the impact of reading and writing skills should not be underestimated. 

Icelanders in general do have to count considerably on English reading and comprehending 

skills in their daily lives, as has been discussed in the literary review. Adequate writing skills 

can also be essential to the work-place, as Karl points out to the interviewer. 

 Karl believes that the most important aspects have been covered by his English 

teachers, and he feels confident that he is well prepared to live and work in an English 

speaking country if he were to pursue it. He has worked in an environment that requires him 

to be able to readily communicate both verbally and in writing, and he realizes the importance 

                                                           
21

 Maður þurfti bara einhvernvegin að tala [ensku]! Ekki vera feminn og gera bara það sem þurfti. 

22
 Það er alltaf lögð mjög mikil áhersla á að læra að lesa þetta og skrifa þetta, en ef maður getur ekki talað, sem 

er það sem maður myndi líklegast gera meðst með þetta... þá tapar maður á því. 
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of being able to express himself professionally by writing grammatically correct and concise 

e-mails, as well as speaking calmly and fluently when a problem arises. “Grammatical 

correctness and accurate spelling make you seem professional and trustworthy,” Karl says, 

“and if it is lacking, people won’t take you seriously.”
23

  

 Karl has taken an optional English writing course in School C, and believes it to have 

been very helpful, adding that more emphasis could be placed on professional and academic 

writing skills. He is sure that Icelanders are generally rather proficient in English, compared 

to many other nationalities, such as French and German people, as he was exposed to an 

abundance of texts written in English by native German and French speakers in his job. “It’s 

like, I kept getting e-mails from abroad,” Karl says, “and I was like, ‘Did you actually write 

that and decide to send it? Do you actually speak English? Your job is actually writing in 

English and you write like this?’It’s pretty amazing, haha.”
24

Karl had difficulties taking those 

who sent him these e-mails seriously because of their inadequate writing skills, and as a result 

he takes extra precaution when writing his own work related emails, and is very careful not to 

send out anything before proofreading it. He gives some further anecdotal evidence from his 

job working with tourists from all over the world, and offers the possible reason for this being 

that Icelanders are used to using subtitles for foreign television programs and films, while 

such material is usually dubbed to the native languages in Germany, France and Spain for 

instance. Karl is unknowingly agreeing with Stephen Krashen on the importance of 

environmental input to language acquisition as has been discussed in chapter 2.7.1.1 of the 

literary review. 

 Unnur enjoys reading, though she does not read as much as she would like to do, and 

she is thankful that English classes sometimes require her to “actually open a book,” and start 

reading, when “it is much easier” to just watch television or browse the internet. She 

especially enjoys reading a novel and watching a film adaptation of the novel, to compare and 

contrast the two works. She suggests that more such tasks be assigned, and believes many 

students would be interested in studying film adaptations of novels further, and that it would 
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 Ef maður notar rétta málfræði og stafsetningu þá virðist maður vera meira “pro” og traustvekjandi, en ef allt 

er vitlaust þá tekur fólk mann ekkert alvarlega. 

24
 Það er svona, því maður var alltaf að fá pósta svona að utan, og maður var alveg bara „skrifaðir þú þetta bara 

og sendir frá þér? Talar þú bara ensku? Hahaha, ert þú að framfleyta  þér bara á ensku og skrifar svona?!“ Þetta 

er ótrúlegt, haha. 
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capture the attention of those students who do not necessarily enjoy reading literature and feel 

more connected to visual mediums. In addition, she addresses the choice of novels she is 

expected to read in mandatory English classes, and calls for the option to read more novels by 

contemporary writers. She is sure that studying more recent works, as well as incorporating 

film studies into English classes, would greatly appeal to students.  

 Unnur is mostly positive towards her secondary English education, but she also gives 

some criticism. She wishes that she could take her time when reading, and feels that teachers 

spend too little time covering the few novels she has read for English classes:  

The material needs to be covered more thoroughly ...  you know, not everyone is 

on the same level, and some people need more help than others. [The teachers] 

just need to make sure to cover the material well ...  and help people get through 

it. Some teachers just say: “If you don’t know it, then you don’t know,” like, it’s 

not their problem if you’re having a hard time.
25

 

Her account of teachers’ unwillingness to assist is alarming, and the interviewer can only 

hope that her story is based on an isolated incident. With the exception of moments of 

unhelpfulness, Unnur is satisfied with her stay in School C, and is excited to begin her studies 

at the University of Iceland. 

  

4.2 How Students Feel About Literature in English Class and in General 

This chapter focuses on the theme of students’ feelings towards the use of literature in 

English classes as well as literature in general. 

 

4.2.1 Literature in General: What Kind of Literature Interests Participants? 

When participants are asked what kind of literature interests them, two participants, Sigurður 

and Karl, are unable to answer the question, on account of not being interested enough in 

                                                           
25

 Það þyrfti að fara nánar í efnið ... þú veist, það eru ekkert allir á sama stigi í enskunni, það þurfa sumir meiri 

hjálp en aðrir. Það þarf bara að passa að fara vandlega í efnið ... að hjálpa fólki að komast í gegnum efnið. Það 

eru sumir sem segja bara:  „ef þú kannt ekki efnið, þá bara kanntu það ekki,“ þú veist, eins og það komi þeim 

ekkert við ef þér gengur illa. 
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literature to find a certain type appealing. Sigurður answers that he does not read much at all, 

but watches television programmes instead, and Karl says he is not “the kind of guy” to be 

interested in specific types of literature. Páll is initially uncertain if he can provide an answer 

to the question, answering: “Wow... I just don’t know”
26

 but eventually says that he prefers 

something with a bit of “action.”  

Action and adventure seem to be popular themes, as Hjörtur, Auður and Unnur 

express their liking for fast paced thrillers, adventure novels and extensive world-building 

epics. Hjörtur addresses how he prefers to read such novels in English rather than translated 

into Icelandic because he likes “reading the words of the original writer,”
27

 and by reading 

translations “you’re reading the book, but it’s someone else’s interpretation of the book. 

That’s not the same thing.”
28

 

Ingibjörg is interested in “classic literature,” Þorsteinn is open to everything and 

Vilborg has a liking for drama, while Anna is interested in reading stories that carry a 

message: “I really enjoy stories that have some sort of... that have some other meaning. They 

are fun stories, but there is something deeper, something real, historical message.”
29

 Helga is 

less concerned with genre than she is with the style of writing: “I think more about how 

[books] are written, than what they are about, you know ... if it’s a good writer, I’m open to 

anything.”
30

 

Magnús is more critical, and though the spectrum of literature that interests him is 

wide, he abhors popular fiction such as crime and detective novels, finding them extremely 

“dry and predictable.” He prefers melancholic novels, is a big fan of Dostoevsky, and wishes 

there were more satirical novels on his school’s curriculum.  

                                                           
26

 Vá... ég bara veit það ekki. 

27
 ... það er svo gott að fá orð rithöfundarins. 

28
 ... þá ertu að lesa bókina, en ert samt að lesa eitthvað sem einhver annar er að túlka. Það er ekki sami 

hluturinn. 

29
 Mér finnst ótrúlega skemmtilegar svona sögur sem eru með einhvern svona... sem er eitthvað á bak við þær. 

Þær eru svona skemmtisögur, en það er eitthvað dýpra, það er eitthvað raunverulegt, sögulegt, á bak við þær.  

30
Ég pæli meira í því hvernig þær eru skrifaðar, frekar en um hvað þær eru einhvernvegin. Það er eiginlega 

rosalega mikið svona, aðallega ef það er góður rithöfundur þá er ég opin fyrir öllu. 
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Predictably, students’ views are as various as they are numerous, and devising a book 

list to please everyone is an impossible task and a futile one to attempt. The importance of a 

diverse list of material should be stressed, as teachers aim to spark the interest of as wide a 

group of students as possible. Students’ opinions on literature in English classes can differ 

from their opinions on literature in general. For example, a student who expressed positive 

views of literature use in the language classroom, and calls for more novels on the English 

curriculum, admits to having no interest in literature in general. Three students, Páll, Sigurður 

and Karl, never read literary texts except for the ones they have to read for school-work, and 

further explain that they have never been interested in literature at all, not even as children.  

One student, Anna, read frequently as a child and teenager, but has stopped 

completely since beginning secondary school. She, amongst other participants, simply does 

not have the spare time to read: 

I think that since I started secondary school I haven’t read on my own at all ... I 

think that just, I think it’s partially because there is so much that I want to read, I 

want to do it, but there is just so much schoolwork. So I just think, you know, 

it’s better for me to just read the schoolwork, at least you’re prepared for class 

that way. 
31

 

Even Hjörtur, who is very open about his immense interest in literature, hardly ever reads 

literary texts in his free time. He read a great deal in his youth, but despite being very 

interested, and constantly finding new titles that intrigue him, his schedule does not allow 

him to indulge as he would like: 

I read so much when I was younger, but do a lot less of it now, simply because I 

don’t have the time. It sucks. There are books that I’ve decided to read, but I’m 

just waiting for the time. There’s a lot going on in my life right now, now that 

                                                           
31

 Eg held að ég hafi bara, síðan ég byrjaði í framhaldsskóla, aldrei lesið heima ...  Ég held að það sé líka bara, 

ég held það sé hluta til því það er fullt sem mig langar að lesa og langar að gera, en það er bara svo ógeðslega 

mikið að gera í skólanum. Svo ég hugsa bara, þú veist, það er betra fyrir mig að lesa bara skólabækur, þá er 

maður allavega undirbúinn.  
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I’m young I guess. Somehow this is always how it goes, right? We keep waiting 

for the timing to be right.
32

 

Icelandic secondary school students are often juggling school-work, part-time jobs, social 

lives and extracurricular activities, resulting in limited time for leisure. These students have 

moved away from reading as a relaxing activity during free periods of time, and in Vilborg’s 

case, mindlessly browsing the internet has replaced sitting down to read a book.  

 A number of students still read for leisure though, as Helga reads something every 

night before going to sleep and Magnús exhibits a great interest in world literature, reading 

some literary texts every day as well. Both Helga and Magnús mention their parents having 

influenced and encouraged their reading habits, often recommending books to read and 

engaging in literary discussions. Literature is a very big part of Auður’s life, as she uses her 

library card frequently and tells the interviewer that she read fifty-two books during the 

course of the previous year. Ingibjörg and Þorsteinn enjoy literature in their leisure time and 

read fairly regularly, while Unnur laments the fact that she does not read as much as she used 

to, and the fact that she only finished three books in the previous year, excluding school-

work.  

 It is interesting to note that the three students who claim never to read in their free 

time are all male, and that every female participant expressed some interest in literature and 

reading in general. This is especially notable in light of recent studies which claim that young 

boys are becoming unable to read for their benefit and pleasure, and findings that girls 

display a more positive view of reading than boys do (Björgvinsson, Bentsdóttir and 

Svavarsdóttir, 15). This sample, although very small, does correlate with such findings.  

 

4.2.2 Literary Texts in English Class are Easy to Read 

Research has shown that boys score lower on reading comprehension than girls (Ólafsson et 

al, 26). However, when participants are asked whether they find the literature in English 

                                                           
32

 Já, klárlega. Eins og ég sagði áðan þá las ég voðalega mikið þegar ég var yngri en ég geri minna af því núna, 

einfaldlega vegna þess að ég hef ekki tíma. Það er svo leiðinlegt sko. Það eru alveg bækur sem ég er búinn að 

ákveða að ég ætla að lesa, ég er bara að bíða eftir tímanum. Það er mikið að gerast hjá mér núna, þegar ég er 

ungur og svona. Já þetta er einhvernvegin alltaf þannig? Við bíðum eftir rétta tímanum. 
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classes easy or difficult to understand, the majority answers that they find it rather easy to 

understand. One student answers that it has sometimes been difficult to understand, referring 

to a class in which he studied older texts, dating back to the 16
th

 century. The general 

consensus, however, is that the literature is relatively easy to understand, and appropriate for 

students’ skill levels. 

 

Table 5. Students’ Replies to the Question “Do You Find the Literature Taught in 

English Classes Easy or Difficult to Understand? 

Anna I always find the text pretty easy to 

understand. 

Helga Just, you know, fitting. Appropriate. A little 

challenging sometimes but not difficult. 

Magnús Rather easy. 

Páll Easy, I would say. 

Auður I find most of them very easy to understand. 

Hjörtur I just find it very easy. 

Sigurður Yes, I find it alright to understand. 

Vilborg Generally speaking I find it pretty easy to 

understand ...  I just find it reasonable.  

Ingibjörg I don’t think it’s that difficult at all. 

Karl Uhh, sometimes difficult. 

Unnur I find them easy to understand. 

Þorsteinn Easy, I would say. 

 

Nine out of twelve participants use the word “easy” to describe their feelings towards the 

material, while one calls it “fitting,” another “not difficult,” and a single participant admits to 

finding the text difficult at times, but subsequently makes it clear that only the older texts 

occasionally confuse him, and according to him, reading original Shakespeare texts is like 

reading “a different language.”
33

 Þorsteinn and Unnur acknowledge the older texts as well 
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 Þetta er bara annað tungumál. 
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and describe them as somewhat challenging, but generally view the modern texts as 

approachable and easily comprehensible.  

 

4.2.3 Interest in Reading More Novels While Poetry and Short Stories are Less Popular 

The participants express genuine interest in reading more novels while poetry and short-

stories are less popular. As is addressed in chapter 2.4 of the literature review, poetry as a 

genre is on a decline in schools. The Students in School A remember having read some 

poetry, and one student identifies the poem “The Raven”, by Edgar Allan Poe. Three of the 

students from School A claim to enjoy poetry, Páll being the only one who is not very 

impressed by the poems he has been introduced to at school. According to the students in 

School B, they have not been subject to much poetry teaching in foreign language classes. 

Auður and Sigurður are quite happy with that fact, as they have little interest in poetry, while 

Vilborg is impartial, and Hjörtur disappointed. Hjörtur recalls having studied Edgar Allan 

Poe in a different secondary school than the one he currently attends, and he enjoyed that 

material immensely. He claims to be a poet at heart, having written “heaps” of poetry himself 

ever since he was a child. Having been influenced by his grandfather, who is a published 

poet, Hjörtur supposes that this is probably not typical of a young male secondary school 

student. The students in School C do not remember poetry having been a part of their English 

education and in their opinion they are not missing out on much. None of them express 

enthusiasm for studying poetry, and one student bluntly states: “I don’t think poetry is 

interesting at all.”
34

 

Short stories are a genre popularly applied in foreign language teaching due to their 

length, but how effective are they in recruiting those disinterested in literature? The four 

students of this study who display the least interest in literature in general, Páll, Anna, 

Sigurður, and Karl, are not convinced. When asked if they enjoy short stories, they all answer 

“no,” and all four of them mention preferring novels to both short stories and poetry, as they 

have found the novels on the curriculum quite interesting so far. Anna finds the short stories 
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 Mér finnst ljóð ekkert áhugaverð. 
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she has read in class “incredibly complicated, and way too descriptive, and far too slow-

paced ... there is nothing to them, so there is nothing that stays with you.”
35

 

Most of the other students that were interviewed show more interest in short stories, 

and all remember having read some, but students from Schools A and C more than those in 

School B. Magnús mentions “The Kuglemass Episode” by Woody Allen as one of his 

favourites, but none of the other interviewees can recall a short story that interested them 

enough to remember titles, though they claim to have enjoyed them. The students who claim 

to enjoy short stories make sure to specify that some short stories are far “superior” to others. 

Full length novels appear to be most popular amongst the students interviewed, across all 

three schools. Vilborg, from School C says the following, which succinctly summarizes the 

common attitudes of the students interviewed:  

There is not much poetry as far as I recall... very little poetry ...  but we have read 

short stories, and I’ve always enjoyed them. Sometimes they’re kind of... I don’t 

know... I don’t know how to describe them. Yeah, just okay. Some better than 

others. The novels are usually very good, they’re usually best sellers so I guess 

most people like them.
36

 

From a choice between novels, short stories, and poetry, most students prefer novels. Almost 

every single participant chooses novels as their favourite out of the three, Ingibjörg being the 

only one who prefers short stories.  

Helga enjoys delving into any novel at hand, and likes to spend time really studying 

them, their authors and their setting, as well as the influence they might have had at the time 

of publication. Karl addresses how important the teachers are when it comes to sparking 

interest in novels, and how easily they can discourage students from certain novels entirely by 

displaying the wrong attitude. He feels that some of his former teachers have not been open 

enough for discussion, and are far too set in their ways and opinions, which Karl finds 
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 Smásögurnar eru oft ótrúlega flóknar, og alltof miklar lýsingar, og alltof hægar að gerast ... það er ekkert á 

bak við þær þannig að það situr ekkert efitr. 

36
 Það er mjög lítið af ljóðum sem ég man eftir... mjög lítið af ljóðum. En við lærðum bara eitthvað um ákveðnar 

ljóðtýpur, en við höfum lesið smásögur, og mér hefur alltaf fundist bara mjög gaman af þeim. Stundum eru þær 

soldið svona... ég veit það ekki... æji ég veit ekki hvernig ég á að lýsa þeim. Já bara fínar. Sumar betri en aðrar. 

Skáldsögurnar yfirleitt mjög góðar, þetta eru yfirleitt allt einhverjar metsölubækur þannig að  það eru fáir held 

ég sem fíla þær ekki.  
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extremely “off-putting.” Karl makes a good point, as literary analysis should be open for 

discussion and input, as part of the beauty of literature lies in the way it can affect each reader 

differently. Unnur agrees with Helga and Karl, as they call for deeper literary discussion in 

class, as she is of the opinion that English literary classes are too focused on superficial 

knowledge, and can afford considerably more depth of material. 

 

4.2.4 English Classes Inspiring Further Reading 

During the interviewing process, students are asked if English classes have inspired them to 

read more outside of school. When faced with this question, two students continue to lament 

their lack of free time. Páll dismisses the question at once, explaining that he has too little 

free time to consider reading, while Anna proclaims that English classes have indeed sparked 

some interest in reading, however, she is simply too busy to follow through with actually 

reading what interests her. The amount of reading she has to do for school is simply too much 

for her to be able to read on her own. The students who already displayed great interest in 

literature are mostly unwilling to credit English classes for their motivation to read more, as 

Magnús does, for instance, simply stating that he does not need inspiration from English 

classes, he is inspired enough already. However, Helga did say that after reading Fitzgerald’s 

The Great Gatsby, her interest in reading more novels from the early 20
th

 century was piqued, 

as the “roaring twenties” era fascinated her.  

 Two students, Ingibjörg and Auður, state that even though the motivation and interest 

to read is certainly present in their case, English classes can still be inspiring, as they are 

introduced to works by certain authors, and if they enjoy the texts, they have been tempted to 

search for more titles by those authors. Ingibjörg expresses a great interest in substantial 

author introduction, because she feels more connected to the novel when she knows the gist 

of the author’s biography, his or her struggles and victories for example, and states that such 

background knowledge helps her grasp the message of the novel. Hjörtur mentions that 

English classes can “re-spark interest,” and gives the example of reading a book for English 

class, and remembering how much he truly enjoys reading: “I just remember, like: ‘Right! I 
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always wanted to read that one book.’ Because reading [a good novel] always makes me want 

to read more, you know.”
37

 

 Both Vilborg and Unnur can recall specific instances where English classes inspired 

them to purchase books they are certain they would not have bought if their interest had not 

been piqued in school. Vilborg was at the airport before a flight and decided to buy a novel to 

read on her vacation. “This is something I would never have done before. I know that ... I’m 

really grateful for [this change].”
38

 Unnur’s purchase however, was not an impulsive one like 

Vilborg’s. When asked if English classes had inspired her to read on her own she answered:  

Yes! For example when I had a class last year where we read Fahrenheit 451, 

then I started thinking, because then we were comparing the film and the book, 

which I really liked. So I bought, I ordered from Amazon, Cloud Atlas, I couldn’t 

find it here in Iceland, and I’m trying to get through it. I want to, because when I 

watched the film [Cloud Atlas], it was so confusing, that I wanted to read the book 

and watch the film. I find that so interesting, comparing [novels to film 

adaptations].
39

 

The idea of comparing a novel to its film adaptation inspired this student to seek out the 

novel on which a film she had watched was based. Not only inspired, but determined, she 

went to great lengths to acquire the novel. In the case of these students, Krashen’s claim that 

“reading itself promotes reading” is very fitting (Krashen 2004, 81). Hjörtur states that, in his 

opinion, a good teacher is not one who strives to “feed” students information, but one who 

encourages and inspires them to find information on their own, seeking the comprehensible 

input they need for further acquisition, for intrinsically motivational purposes. Such a teacher 

would surely be proud of Unnur for her initiative.  
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 Þá man ég bara: „Já! Ég ætlaði alltaf að lesa þessa bók“.  Því þegar ég er að lesa eitthvað gott langar mig alltaf 

að lesa meira. 

38
 Ég hefði aldrei gert þetta áður. Ég veit það ... Ég er mjög þákklát fyrir [þessa breytingu] 

39
Já! T.d. eftir að ég var í enskuáfanga í fyrra þar sem við tókum Fahrenheit 451, þá fór ég doldið að pæla í, þá 

vorum við að tengja saman myndina og bókina, og mér fannst það mjög skemmtilegt. Þannig að ég keypti, eða 

pantaði að utan, Cloud Atlas, ég fann hana ekki hérna á Íslandi, og ég er að reyna að koma mér í gegnum hana. 

Mig langar, af því að, þegar ég horfði á myndina, þá var hún svo rugluð eitthvað, að ég ætlaði að lesa bókina og 

horfa á myndina. Mér finnst það nefnilega svo skemmtielgt, að tengja saman.  
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4.2.5 Literature Benefits Language Learners 

The final question in each interview asks the students if they think literature benefits them in 

their effort to become proficient foreign language speakers. Every single one of the 

participants is positive towards the use of literature in the foreign language classroom, and is 

absolutely sure that literature is very helpful when it comes to vocabulary expansion and 

grammatical understanding.  

 The participants from School A believe students benefit greatly from reading 

literature in a foreign language, and three of them acknowledge vocabulary expansion as a 

benefit of reading. On the other hand, two of the students are inclined to suggest that not 

nearly all of the students actually read the books on the reading list, but find notes online 

instead. Anna is of the opinion that something more might be done to encourage students to 

read, and adds that in her experience, she has simply been told to read at home, and take a 

test. “I feel like there should be more done besides reading, now it’s a little bit like: ‘Just go 

home and read.’ At least that’s how I see it,”
40

 Anna admits. Her classmates have described 

literature teaching as more interesting and inclusive of students than Anna does; however, it 

is notable that the students of School A mention far less varying methods of teaching English 

literature teaching than students from School B and C, as is discussed further in chapter 4.4.1 

Methods Listed and Discussed. Looking at Table 7. Methods Used to Teach Students 

English Literature page 62, the methods School A students specify are the following: 

“Lectures, discussions, questionnaires, pop-quizzes, final-exam”. This is relevant to Anna’s 

next point, that the emphasis of literature teaching seems mostly to be on students being 

tested on “factual” knowledge, and that exams are structured in such a way that their point is 

simply to test if students have read the novels, and if they have a grasp of the basic plot-lines. 

She feels too much time is spent on asking students superficial questions from the text, and 

too little effort is being made to delve deeper into the material.  

 In Anna’s opinion, students are less inclined to read the novels, as they can easily look 

up basic information online, but then again, she adds that to students, the novel simply might 

not seem important enough to spend the time to actually read it, since it does not count very 

highly towards their final grade. “There is something missing. I don’t know how to explain it, 

but somehow it needs to be so that the reading is more important, and it’s not just to take an 
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 En mér finnst samt að það ætti að gera meira í kringum lesturinn, þetta er soldið mikið svona, farið bara heim 

að lesa. Mér finnst það allavega. 
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exam that only counts 5% [towards the final grade]”.
41

 The motivation to read the book is 

limited when students feel that online notes would help them to achieve a decent grade with 

minimal effort, as Anna continues: “The value is so little. Of course there are a lot of kids that 

never read the books... I feel like it’s a lot like: ‘Hey, let’s just see who is working at it and 

who isn’t,’ instead of actually trying to spark students’ interest in the book.”
42

 This is a 

recurring comment from a few of the participants, but although they are determined in their 

desire for some change, all of them are very vague in their suggestions as to what this change 

might consist of.  

 School B’s students are very positive in their answers to the question, and even 

Sigurður, who expresses the feeling of literature being too prominent in the English 

classroom, is convinced that literature is very beneficial to foreign language students. Vilborg 

acknowledges how grateful she is for the English reading experience she has acquired at 

School B, as the field of study she intends to enter is based on international relations, and her 

university reading material will mostly be in English. Vilborg, Hjörtur and Auður all 

recognize how important reading is for the expansion of their vocabularies.  

 Karl from School C enjoys the way reading affects his vocabulary as well. He likes 

knowing that the literary texts he reads for class are written in “good English. You know, not 

like what you read online in forums or hear in TV sitcoms. When you’re reading a book for 

class you can always tell it is good English.”
43

 He then describes the enjoyable process of 

acquiring new vocabulary, and finding himself using words that were unknown to him before: 

“Of course there are a lot of words that you don’t understand, but you just look at the context 

and begin to understand. And then suddenly, you’re using those words yourself, words that 

                                                           
41

 Já það vantar eitthvað. Ég veit samt ekki hvernig maður myndi útskyra þetta, en það þarf einhvernvegin að 

hafa það þannig að lesturinn skipti máli í náminu, og að það sé ekki bara til þess að taka próf sem gildir bara 

fimm prósent. 

42
 Vægið er svo ótrúlega lítið. Það eru náttúrulega fullt af krökkum sem lesa aldrei bækurnar... Mér finnst þetta 

vera soldið mikið bara eitthvað: „Hey, sjáum bara hver er duglegur og hver ekki,“ í staðinn fyrir að reyna að 

vekja áhuga krakkanna fyrir bókinni. 

43
 Það er góð enska. Sem er ekki svona, þú veist, það sem maður les á [spjallborðum á netinu] eða heyrir í 

þáttum. Ef þetta er bók í skólanum veistu eiginlega alltaf að þetta sé góð enska. 
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you had never heard of maybe a month ago! That’s pretty fun.”
44

 Þorsteinn enjoys the 

practical benefits of literature as well, and Ingibjörg likes foreign language literature as she 

feels it gives her a glimpse of the societal differences of the time periods and countries in 

which the novels are set. She describes reading classical literature as being “like history 

lessons without the history,” as she learns so much by “getting a little bit of insight into how 

things used to be.”
45

  

 Unnur agrees with her classmates and finds literature very helpful when learning 

English as a foreign language. She loves the chance to read various kinds of literature under 

teacher guidance, and feels that literature brings her to another level of “understanding” of the 

language. She is unsure how to describe this feeling of “understanding,” but insists on its 

benefit.  

 

4.3 The Literature Students Are Being Taught in English Classes 

This chapter focuses on the theme of the literature being taught, and students’ feelings and 

opinions regarding it. 

 

4.3.1 Emphasis on Literature in English Classes 

During the interviewing process, participants are asked about their opinion of the 

organization of their school’s English education. The emphasis on literature seems to vary, 

and many students are of the opinion that more emphasis should be put on literature teaching. 

The curriculums of each individual school differ somewhat, and therefore students’ answers 

will be sorted by schools as follows.  

Students of School A; Anna, Helga, Magnús and Páll, feel that there is not very much 

emphasis on literature in their English classroom. Anna and Helga only recall having read 

one book per term, while they would be interested in reading more. Anna feels that less 

                                                           
44

 Það eru náttúrulega fullt af orðum sem að maður kannski skilur ekki, en tengir bara við samhengið og þá fer 

maður að skilja. Og svo er maður allt í einu bara farinn að nota einhver svona orð sjálfur, orð sem maður 

kannski kunni ekki fyrir mánuði. Það er frekar skemmtilegt.  

45
 Þetta er eins og sögukennsla án sögunar sjálfrar ... Maður fær smá innsýn í hvernig hlutirnir voru einu sinni.  
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emphasis should be put on short stories, which she says make up the majority of her literary 

classes, and would rather want to tackle another full-length novel instead of the short stories 

she considers significantly less appealing. Helga truly enjoys reading but realizes that not all 

students do, and the rest of her classmates might struggle to keep up with more novels during 

the semester, considering the fact that there are books to read and projects to complete in 

other subjects as well. She does feel that more time should be spent discussing and analysing 

the novels that are on the curriculum, however, saying that the time currently taken for the 

novels is all too brief. Magnús feels that more emphasis should be placed upon literature in 

the English classroom, and subsequently makes a point about the lack of strong female 

characters in the literature on the curriculum. This is a valid concern, and will be brought up 

again later in this chapter.  

Páll, having studied abroad in an English language school for most of his primary 

education, has the opportunity to compare Icelandic educational facilities to those in another 

European country, and is of the opinion that much less emphasis is put on foreign language 

literary teaching in Iceland than his former country of residence. There, he read far more 

books, having often been given the task of reading a few books over holidays as well as 

during the school year, and the teachers were more strict and demanding than he has 

experienced in Iceland. Páll feels that “Icelanders aren’t really that good at 

[speaking/writing/reading] English,” which is interesting keeping in mind the fact that 

Icelanders consider themselves rather capable English users (Arnbjörnsdóttir and Ingvadóttir 

2012). Páll gives some anecdotal evidence, by referring to himself, as well as his little brother 

who still lives abroad and goes to an English speaking school: 

... you know, like, my family now lives in ---, and my little brother, who is nine 

years old, he has been in that sort of English school for one year, and I can 

seriously talk to him in English! If he lived in Iceland he would probably not be 

as good.
46

 

Páll may be too quick to judge, not taking into the equation the advantage he and his little 

brother have been given, as by going to English speaking schools, they have been subject to 

considerably more positive input of informal as well as academic nature, in addition to the 

                                                           
46

 ... þú veist, eins og fjölskyldan mín býr núna úti í ---, og litli bróðir minn sem er níu ára, hann er búinn að vera 

í svona enskum skóla í eitt ár, og ég get án djóks talað við hann á ensku! Ef hann væri á Íslandi myndi hann 

örugglega ekki vera eins góður. 
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input received in social settings from their fellow foreign students. Icelandic students going to 

traditional Icelandic schools cannot hope to gain the same amount of input, without taking 

some additional measures.  

Auður, Hjörtur, Vilborg and Sigurður, students of School B, can only remember 

having read one book per term in English classes. Auður, Hjörtur and Vilborg are of the 

opinion that more literature in the English classroom would be a very positive thing, and 

Hjörtur feels that there is not nearly enough emphasis on literature. They enjoy reading and 

often read in their free-time, and are open to reading more novels per term in English classes, 

as they find them very enjoyable. Sigurður is the only participant of all three schools that 

voices the opinion that there is possibly too much emphasis being placed on literature in 

English classes. When asked why he feels that way, he answers that he feels some of the 

literature to be unnecessary for secondary-school students, and that they do not gain much 

from the novels that will benefit them after graduation. Sigurður is dyslexic, and does not 

enjoy literature in his free time, but listens to the novels on the curriculum in audio form.  

Interest in literature is definitely not assumed to be prevalent in Icelandic secondary 

schools, even though a high percentage of the participants of this study display considerable 

enthusiasm towards reading, and literature in general. Auður is aware of the fact that many of 

her fellow students do not share her enthusiasm, as she says: “I think [literature in class] is 

great! For me, that is ... you know, it’s much more fun to have some variety, and there are 

more people like me in class you know, haha, that would rather read.”
47

 The fact that she 

feels the need to mention that there are “more people like me,” might indicate that people like 

her are in the minority, at least in her experience. She subsequently confirms this as being her 

experience in School B when she says: “I feel that fewer students are [interested in reading]. 

More of them try to get away with not reading the books and try to find some notes online 

instead.”
48

 

Hjörtur, though eagerly expressing his interest in literature, also acknowledges online 

notes as a convenient tool, telling the interviewer that going online and reading some notes 

equals easily scoring 7/10 on every exam. He then assures the interviewer that he always 

                                                           
47

 Mér finnst það mjög jákvætt! Fyrir mig... ... þú veist það er miklu skemmtilegra að hafa þetta fjölbreytt, og 

það er alveg fólk eins og ég í bekknum þú veist, haha, sem vill frekar lesa. 

48
 Nei mér finnst vera færri heldur en fleiri. Fleiri svona reyna að komast hjá því að lesa bækurnar og reyna 

frekar að finna einhverjar glósur. 
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reads the books on the curriculum, and does not depend on online notes. He believes 

literature to be very important for second and foreign language learners, and stresses that it 

serves towards a growing vocabulary and a greater sense for sentence structures, both 

elements which he finds to be extremely important. 

The students of School C, Ingibjörg, Karl, Unnur and Þorsteinn, do not provide 

lengthy answers to this question, but are generally positive towards more literature in the 

classroom. Ingibjörg feels there has been some emphasis on literature, but nothing very 

prominent, and thinks that the literature on the curriculum is mostly to “spice things up,” in 

order for the English classes not to be too monotonous. Karl answers ambiguously, with a 

hesitant “yes,” before adding that he has at least read more books in English classes than he 

would have read on his own. Þorsteinn believes there should be more emphasis on literature 

in class, as he has only read one book in each semester’s English class, and would prefer to 

tackle more. Unnur is in agreement with Þorsteinn and answers “No. Not at all!” when asked 

if emphasis is being put on literature in mandatory English courses. She has also been 

disappointed by the depth of the discussion in classes, and finds that teachers seem more 

concerned with confirming whether or not the students have read the book, rather than 

delving deeper into the subject, author and historical status of the novel. 

To summarize: the majority of the participants are interested in seeing more emphasis 

being placed upon literature in the English classroom, the only exceptions being Sigurður 

from School B, who finds too much emphasis being placed upon it already, and Karl from 

School C, who answered too vaguely for the interviewer to be sure of his position. 

 

4.3.2 The List of Works 

Most of the participants do not remember all of the books they had read in secondary school, 

but can recall a couple of titles. The full list of novels from all three schools, as far as the 

students can recall can be found in Table 6.  
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Table 6. Novels Read by Secondary School Students 

Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare, 

1597. 

A tragedy about two young lovers unable to 

be together because of their feuding families. 

The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald, 

1925. 

 

A story following the escapades of a few 

well-off characters in the summer of 1922, 

focusing on the mysterious millionaire Jay 

Gatsby’s obsession with the beautiful Daisy 

Buchanan. 

 

Brave New World by Aldous Huxley, 1932. 

 

A dystopian view of society in the year 2540, 

where brainwashing and genetic engineering 

has created an ideal civilization of 

emotionless consumers.    

 

Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck, 1937. 

 

A story of two migrant workers moving from 

place to place in search of a job during the 

Great Depression. 

 

The Hobbit by J. R. R. Tolkien, 1937. 

 

A fantasy novel following Bilbo Baggins on 

his adventurous quest to a share in a great 

treasure, guarded by a vicious dragon. 

 

Animal Farm by George Orwell, 1945. 

 

An allegorical novel about the events leading 

to the Russian Revolution in 1917. 

 

Fahrenheit 451 by Ray Bradbury, 1953. 

 

A dystopian novel set in a future society in 

which books are forbidden and those found 

burned by “firemen”. 

 

Lord of the Flies by William Golding, 1954. 

 

A novel about a group of boys stranded on a 

deserted island after a plane crash, their 

attempt at peaceful cohabitation, and 

eventual decent into savagery. 
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To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee, 1960. 

 

A novel set in the American South of the 

1930s, where racial tensions are high. The 

lawyer Atticus Fitch defends a black man 

against a false rape charge, and teaches his 

children empathy and compassion. 

 

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night 

Time by Mark Haddon, 2003. 

 

A novel narrated in the first person 

perspective, about a fifteen year old boy with 

an unspecified mental condition akin to 

autism or Asperger’s Syndrome. 

 

The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini, 2003 

 

A story set in Afghanistan, about an unlikely 

friendship between a boy and his father’s 

servant, betrayal and the possibility of 

redemption. 

 

Q & A by Vikas Swarup, 2005. 

 

The novel, set in India, tells the story of a 

young waiter who is jailed and accused of 

cheating after winning a famous quiz show.  

 

A Thousand Splendid Suns by Khaled 

Hosseini, 2007. 

  

 

Hosseini’s second novel, set in Afghanistan 

as well, about two women whose lives are 

intersected in an unsuspected way. 

The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins, 

2008.  

  

 

A dystopian novel in which children from 

poor areas are brought to the wealthy Capital 

to fight to the death for the amusement of the 

wealthy. 

A Street Cat Named Bob by James Bowen, 

2012. 

  

 

The true story of a homeless man and his 

unlikely friendship with a stray cat who helps 

him turn his life around. 
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A few of the novels were mentioned by students from more than one school, and Animal 

Farm is the only book brought up by students from all three schools. Out of the fifteen titles 

recalled by students, six novels are published in the 21
st
 century, eight novels are published 

within a 35-year period of the 20
th

 century, and one play, Romeo and Juliet, written in the 

16
th

 century.  

Students’ opinions vary, and some are unable or unwilling to give more than one-

word answers to describe their feelings towards the novels they list. Two students mention 

liking The Great Gatsby, while one student does not enjoy it the slightest. All of the students 

that mention Orwell’s Animal Farm, except for one, express a great liking for it, and one 

student especially enjoyed watching the 1954 animated film and comparing it to the novel. 

Fahrenheit 451 confused one student at the time she read it, and she is interested in giving it 

another try, now that she is older and has more experience reading in English. The Hunger 

Games is an “okay” read, according to one student, but he prefers novels of “more 

substance.” The adventures of Bilbo Baggins in The Hobbit still seem to interest young 

readers, as all students who refer to the novel thoroughly enjoy it.  

The lone student who dislikes Orwell’s novel, Animal Farm, remembers having read 

it in her first year of secondary school and believes that she would enjoy it more if she read it 

now that she better appreciates the historical context, and has matured into being able to 

enjoy different kinds of literature:  

I remember that I didn’t like Animal Farm at the time, but when I think back I 

kind of better understand what the message was, and I might have enjoyed it a lot 

more now than when we were reading it, in year one. Then I was more like, great, 

do I really have to read that book, but that has changed now. 
49

 

She elaborates that her knowledge on the historical context was very limited at the time she 

read Animal Farm, because she had never studied that particular period of history in school, 

and adds that some collaboration between history and English teachers would be beneficial 

                                                           
49

 Ég man eftir að mér fannst Animal Farm ekki skemmtileg, en þegar ég hugsa um það núna þá skil ég 

einhvernvegin betur það sem bókin var að segja, og þá hefði ég kannski haft miklu meira gaman af því núna 

heldur þegar...  við vorum að lesa þetta sko á fyrsta ári. Þá var maður meira svona: „æj oh, þarf ég að lesa þessa 

bók?“ en það er búið að breytast núna. 
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when it comes to works like Animal Farm: “I studied [the events allegorized in Animal Farm] 

in history class much later, and it really needs to be interlaced.”
50

 

The nature of the reading material as a whole is addressed by a few of the students. 

One female student points out that the reading list in her school is almost exclusively 

composed of novels written and published in the first half of the 20
th

 century, and though she 

is aware of their subject matter still being relevant to modern society, and understands their 

historical importance, she feels that there is time for a change. She thinks it is time to 

introduce more variable, and particularly more recent, material to the classroom. A male 

student of the same school is in agreement with his classmate. He lists the books he has 

studied in school and includes how many times he had read them before entering secondary 

school. Having read the novels before gives him an advantage when tackling them at school, 

but also takes away the enjoyment of discovering a new story to explore it in depth with his 

classmates. He considers the reading material “too predictable,” and would like to see some 

experimentation and more progressive titles, but still acknowledges the importance of reading 

“the classics:” 

I feel like this is really, you know, a predetermined recipe ... like every time you 

talk to someone about books, you have this: ‘You need to read this and that book’ 

just because they’re classics. I feel that’s really, you know... that for instance is 

one of the things that I find really narrow-minded. It’s sort of outdated. For 

instance, I feel that we should be able to read sci-fi, I don’t really read much of 

that but I’d like to have the option. You know, to get to read that kind of stuff.
51

 

This student asks for a more various and less predictable reading list, calling for new 

material. Newer works have been introduced in the other two schools, as the list of novels 

demonstrates, and one student has not been made to read any books published before the 

2000s as far as she could recall. She feels this could be modified, since even though she 

                                                           
50

 ... maður lærir þetta í sögu miklu seinna, og það þyrfti eiginlega að vera svolítið samtvinnað. 

51
 Mér finnst þetta rosalega, svona, fyrirsett uppskrift ... eins og alltaf þegar maður er að tala við einhvern um 

bækur, þá kemur þetta: „Þú þarft að lesa þessa og þessa bók,“ bara svona af því að þær eru klassískar. Mér finnst 

það rosalega, svona... það er til dæmis eitt af því sem mér finnst vera rosalega svona þröngsýnt. Það er soldið 

gamaldags. Mér finnst til dæmis að við mættum lesa svona sci-fi bækur, ég sjálfur er ekkert mikið í því skiluru 

en ég væri til að eiga möguleikann á því. Þú veist, fá að lesa það skiluru.  
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enjoys reading contemporary literature: “of course you want to get to know older works as 

well.”
52

 She suggests finding an even ground of classical and contemporary literature, and 

added that being given a few choices of books, as she claims is commonly done in Icelandic 

classes, would be a great addition to the English classroom.  

 

4.3.3 Lack of Female Authors and Female Lead Characters  

Magnús from School A is eager to tell the interviewer something that has bothered him about 

the literature in English classes for some time:  

There is one thing I’ve been thinking about... I think we haven’t read it, but I’ve 

read it myself, but in many schools The Catcher in the Rye is read, and now we 

have Brave New World, and then we took The Curious Incident of a Dog in the 

Night Time... and I just feel that we need more books that have women 

protagonists. There was a book very similar to The Catcher in the Rye, which had 

a girl protagonist, I can’t remember what it was called. But I’ve read it ... and I 

thought it was just as good. You know, why not just teach that one?
53

 

Magnús raises a very valid concern. Looking at Table 6. Novels Read by Secondary School 

Students, only two of the fifteen books are written by women; To Kill a Mockingbird by 

Harper Lee, and The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins. Incidentally, these two novels 

happen to be two out of very few novels on the list that feature a female protagonist. To Kill a 

Mockingbird focuses on the young Scout, whose father, the true hero of the story, stands up 

for the oppressed and teaches his children tolerance and empathy, while The Hunger Games 

tells the story of a very capable teenage girl, living in squalor in a post-apocalyptic world, 

providing for her family by hunting and foraging before being recruited for a battle to the 
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 ... auðvitað vill maður líka kynnast eldri bókunum.  

53
 Það er eitt sem ég hef alveg pælt í... ég held að við höfum nú ekki lesið hana, en ég hef lesið hana sjálfur, en 

það er í mörgum skólum þar sem Bjargvætturinn í grasinu er tekinn, og síðan núna erum við í Brave New World 

og síðan tókum við Curious Incident of a Dog in the Night Time... og mér finnst vanta fleiri bækur þar sem að 

eru kvenmenn í aðalhlutverki.  Það var skrifuð bók sem er mjög svipuð og Catcher in the Rye sem er með stelpu 

í aðalhltuverki, ég man ekki hvað hún heitir. Ég hef lesið hana, það er bara svo langt síðan ég man ekki alveg 

hvað hún heitir, en mér fannst hún bara eiginlega alveg jafn góð sko. Þú veist, af hverju ekki að nota hana? 
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death. Other works on the list focusing on a female protagonist are A Thousand Splendid 

Suns, which focuses on two Afghan women from vastly different walks of life and how their 

lives unexpectedly intertwine, and to some degree, Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, as the 

romantic relationship of Romeo and Juliet is the driving force of the plot of the play. Out of 

fifteen titles listed by students from three different schools, only four can be said to have 

female protagonists.  

 According to the Icelandic Bureau of Statistics, as mentioned earlier in chapter 3.2, 

14,803 students studied English as a foreign language in Icelandic secondary schools in the 

academic year 2013-2014, 7,278 of which were male and 7,525 female. The gender ratio is 

very equally split, with slightly fewer males studying English as a foreign language. When 

roughly half of the population consists of women and girls, the subjects taught at school 

should reflect that reality. In light of the fact that only four works out of fifteen on the list 

above offer female protagonists, curriculums should be re-evaluated. Magnús is especially 

aware of this as only one of the books he has read is written by a woman and told from a girl’s 

point of view as he tells the interviewer: “I would really like to get more books with women 

as main characters. I find this so incredibly limited like it is right now, and pretty lame.”
54

 

 Magnús also voices his need for a wider range of literature in the classroom. He feels 

that the reading lists are too predictable and grounded, and the aims of literary classes too 

focused on examination and instilling knowledge of facts, instead of encouraging students to 

apply critical thought and draw their own conclusions. He feels that the teaching is too 

narrow-minded, compares his peers to horses with blinders, and wishes there was more 

mental stimulation and incentive to think outside of the box. Magnús seems to be a student 

who is under-stimulated at school, since his interest runs deep enough for him to be very 

familiar with the material before tackling it with his peers in class, and he therefore wants to 

uncover the material in depth out of the reach of a teacher who must tend to the needs of the 

entire class as well. Magnús is aware of the fact that he has more passion for literature than 

many of his fellow students, and realizes that the educational system usually tends to the need 

of the many over a few individuals who are ahead of the curve.  

 

                                                           
54

 Ég væri sérstaklega til í fá inn fleiri bækur með kvenfólki í aðalhlutverki. Mér finnst þetta rosalega afmarkað 

núna einhvernvegin, og alveg frekar „lame“ sko. 
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4.4 The Methods Being Used to Teach English Literature 

This chapter’s focus is on the theme of methods used to teach the participants English 

literature. 

 

4.4.1 Methods Listed and Discussed 

When discussing the methods that had been used to teach the participants English literature, 

the majority began their answers by simply stating that they read, the teacher discusses 

chapters in class, and finally students take exams. Some students are made very active in their 

English classes, while others describe their classes as more lecture and discussion centred. 

The complete list of methods recalled by students can be found in Table 7. Methods Used to 

Teach Students English Literature. 

 

Table 7. Methods Used to Teach Students English Literature 

School A Lectures, discussions, questionnaires, pop-

quizzes, final-exam 

School B Introduction of material/background/author,  

lectures, discussions, multiple choice 

questionnaires, group projects, presentations, 

diaries, final-exam 

School C Introduction of material/background/author, 

individual/group projects, discussion groups, 

poster-making, questionnaires, oral-exams, 

character studies, final-exam 

 

The students from school A have experienced the least various methods of teaching, while 

schools B and C have seen a wider range of methods. 

Vilborg is of the opinion that the classes in School B in general are very focused on 

active student participation: “There is a lot of student participation ... so sometimes you’re 
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like: ‘oooooh...’ Hahaha. I would be fine with just sitting and listening sometimes.”
55

 While 

Vilborg would be perfectly content with the occasional lecture, Karl from School C describes 

a former teacher of his whose only method of teaching is lecture form, which he finds tiring: 

“She just speaks in front of the class... and not teaching you know, more just reading. Saying 

‘this is that way’ and if you ask ‘what if it would be this other way,’ she just gets annoyed 

that you’re not understanding her.”
56

 Ingibjörg is sometimes bored with these classes, even 

though the material usually interests her:  

I just find it so boring when everything is so monotonous. Always doing the same 

things ... It sort of... makes me want to skip class. Even though I’ve never really 

skipped classes, it makes me want to skip. Because I think: Ohh, can’t I just do 

something else besides the same routine again and again.”
57

  

All three of these students agree that student engagement and project variety are important to 

keep students active and interested in class, but the effect of well-timed and intriguing 

lectures should not be underestimated. A healthy mix of methods makes for variety in the 

classroom and more alert students.  

A number of students describe various types of projects they have undertaken in 

English literary classes, consisting of either group projects or individual projects. Some 

projects have students or groups of students tackling certain parts or characters of the novel at 

hand and preparing a presentation for the other students. This sort of method is called a 

“jigsaw method,” where students depend on each other for success, as each student or group 

of students holds a piece of information, and working together they fit the pieces together, 

finishing the puzzle and gathering the information needed for success (Brown 233-234). One 

student from School C describes how groups gather information on certain subjects, and 

eventually all of the groups combine their work which then serves as notes for the final exam. 

                                                           
55

 Já það er mjög mikil þáttaka ... þannig að stundum er maður bara: „ooooh...“  Hahaha. Ég væri alveg til í að 

sitja og hlusta bara stundum. 

56
 Hún bara talar svona fyrir framan bekkinn... og ekkert svona kenna, meira svona að lesa. Segja „þetta er 

svona“ og ef maður spyr „hvað ef þetta væri svona?“ þá verður hún bara pirruð að maður skilji ekki. 

57
 Mér finnst mjög leiðinlegt þegar þetta er allt svona einhæft. Alltaf að gera sömu hlutina ... Það svona... lætur 

mig vilja skrópa. Þó ég hafi nú aldrei skrópað að neinu leiti þá lætur það mig vilja skrópa. Af því að ég hugsa: 

„æjiii get ég ekki bara gert eitthvað annað heldur en alltaf sömu rútínuna.“ 
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In Hjörtur’s opinion, teachers should not be too concerned with scrutinizing the 

material, and he would like students to be able to come to their own conclusions and make 

their own interpretations, with the teacher simply guiding them through the work. He places 

emphasis on active discussion where there are no wrong answers. The call for more 

discussion in class is interesting, as a few students mention how difficult it can be for teachers 

to compel students to actively discuss any subject in the classroom, especially as they are 

expected to speak in English. Unnur feels that “kids are way too reluctant to speak English! 

They’re all: ‘I won’t speak English,’ like that is just... walking off a bridge.”
58

 She takes 

“discussion groups” as an example, wherein groups of students are assigned certain subjects 

for examination. The teacher expects the students to converse in English, for their own 

benefit, but the students are unwilling to do so, eventually resorting to speaking in Icelandic 

every single time. Auður mentions discussions as a large part of English literature classes; 

however “It’s more like just the teacher trying to get the discussion started... And yes, 

students try to talk about what the teacher said, and then it kind of just dissolves into 

something else.”
59

 Þorsteinn’s experience is in line with Auður’s as he mentioned that “most 

of the time, the teacher tries to get students active [in discussion], but that doesn’t always 

work.”
60

 Encouraging open discussion in class is essential, but sometimes a difficult task for 

the foreign language teacher. Interaction in the target language should be a staple in the 

language classroom, and according to Wilga Rivers: 

Through interaction, students can increase their language store as they listen to or 

read authentic linguistic material, or even the output of their fellow students in 

discussion ... In interaction, students can use all they possess of the language – all 

they have learned or casually absorbed – in real-life exchanges ... Even at an 

elementary stage, they learn in this way to exploit the elasticity of language. 

(Rivers 4-5). 

Interaction does however require the learner to be willing to communicate, despite any risk of 

failure, embarrassment or rejection (Brown 213). 

                                                           
58

 [Mér finnst] krakkarnir nefnilega allt of feimnir við að tala ensku! Þeir eru alveg „ég ætla ekki að tala ensku,“ 

eins og það sé bara... að labba fram af brú. 

59
 Þannig þetta er meira bara kennarinn að reyna að starta umræðum og ... og já nemendur reyna að tala 

svona um það sem kennarinn sagði og svo fjarar þetta oft bara út í eitthvað annað. 

60
 Oftast reynir kennarinn að fá nemendur í eitthvað, en það gengur misvel. 
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4.4.2 Optional Novels Should Be Included 

Helga, though she is pleased with the material and methods at hand, adds that she, personally, 

would love to see more books in the curriculum. She suggests a project could be ideal for the 

last few weeks of term, where students would be allowed to choose a book to read 

individually, and subsequently write an essay on it, the subject of the essay and title of the 

book chosen by the students in collaboration with the teacher. 

More than half of the participants of this study have expressed interest in literature, 

but a few them have addressed their feelings of disappointment regarding the uniformity of 

the novels on their reading lists. As it turned out, only half the number of participants, six 

students, had ever been offered any options regarding which books to read. In all such cases, 

the students choose from a list of novels selected by the teacher, but one participant, Hjörtur, 

wanted to write on another book at one point, and got approval from the teacher to do so. The 

projects attributed to these novels are in all cases individual ones, mostly essay writing. The 

students given these optional novels were happy to have had the opportunity to choose, but 

emphasised the fact that it mostly depends on the content of the list. As Páll from School A 

puts it: “Choice is better, but it depends on what you’re choosing from. If you just get some 

list and it is all boring books, then it’s no better. It would be nice if you could just choose 

[any] book yourself and write an essay.”
61

 The majority of the students agree with Páll, and 

would like to be able to choose any book that interests them, but Anna, who has never been 

able to choose what to read, feels that a completely free choice of books is not a good idea:  

Of course it would have been fun to have a list to choose from, but I think it’s not 

a good idea to give us completely free choice ... I think it’s much, much more 

efficient to have a list of books and each student can find one from their field of 

interest, but still keep it [in the established canon]. Not just that everybody 

chooses a book they’ve already read and don’t have to read anything new.
62
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 Val er betra, en það fer eftir því hvað er í valinu. Ef þú færð bara einhvern lista og það eru allt leiðinlegar 

bækur þá er það ekkert skárra. Það væri fínt ef maður mætti bara velja sjálfur og skrifa ritgerð. 

62
 Það er auðvitað skemmtilegt að vera með einhevrn lista þar sem maður hefði getað valið úr, ég held kannski 

að það sé ekkert sniðugt að gefa okkur alveg frjálst val ...  Ég held að það sé alveg miklu, miklu skilvirkara að 

hafa lista af bókum og hver þá má finna sitt áhugasvið, en samt hafa það sögulegt. Ekki bara að allir fari að lesa 

einhverja bók sem þeir lásu fyrir tíu arum síðan og þurfa þá ekkert að lesa neitt nýtt. 
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She makes a good point, as Hjörtur, who got permission to choose a book that was not on the 

teacher’s list, adds that he had indeed already read the book. However, his goal was to re-read 

the book in order to write an especially good essay, and as he did not skip reading the book, 

the task could be considered successfully carried out.  

 Unnur has also been made to choose books from a list and do an individual 

assignment on it, and is intent on the importance of choice when it comes to reading material. 

Choosing from lists is “alright” in her view, but she would like the option for students to 

choose the books themselves and ask the teacher for permission to use them, if none of the 

books listed interest them. She is adamant that more recently published works should be more 

prominent on the curriculum, or students should at least be able to request them when doing 

such individual assignments: “So, you know, it could be like, if students get to choose the 

book and take it to the teacher and he confirms that it’s okay: ‘Yes, that book is challenging 

enough,’ something like that, you know.”
63

 

 The students who have not had the opportunity to choose which books to read at any 

point of their secondary English education are in agreement that some amount of choice is a 

positive addition. Þorsteinn mentions that it would naturally depend on what he had to choose 

from, but adds that, either way, being given the option to make a decision for himself is a 

positive thing. Vilborg points out that the “illusion” of choice sparks more interest:  

Somehow if you feel like you’re making a decision yourself, you automatically 

have more interest [in the subject] than if you are “forced to” read it. Even if it’s 

just from some list, though of course there’s nothing awesome about getting a list 

of books you’re not interested in at all, but... I think that’s sometimes missing, 

giving students the chance to choose themselves.
64

 

 The main objective of literature teachers includes sparking the students’ interest in 

reading, and Krashen claims that “one of the major goals of language education should 
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 Þannig að þú veist, að þetta mætti alveg vera þannig að nemendur fá að velja bókina og fara með hana til 

kennarans og hann samþykkir: „já þetta er alveg nógu erfið bók,“ eitthvað þannig skiluru. 

64
 Einhvernvegin ef þú hefur tilfinninguna að þú sért að velja sjálfur, þá hefuru „automatiskt“ meiri áhuga heldur 

en þegar þú ert neyddur, innan gæsalappa.  Þó að það sé bara af einhverjum lista, þó það sé náttúrulega ekkert 

æðislegt að fá lista af bókum sem maður hefur engan áhuga á, en... mér finnst það einmitt stundum vanta, að 

gefa nemendum smá sjéns til að velja sjálfir.  
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be to encourage free reading” (Krashen 2004, 57). Offering students choices, and 

communicating with them about what interests them should be strongly considered. 

 

4.4.3 Too Much Emphasis Placed on Examination 

The students from School A describe the least various methods, as they are seemingly 

restricted to lectures, discussion and different means of testing their knowledge. Magnús 

believes that the method of teaching is too centred around exams and testing to see whether 

or not students have read the book, forgoing deeper discussion: 

I always feel like the exams... I’ve always held that opinion about exams, that 

they are to make sure that you know what happened. Especially when we are 

taking books like --- and others, I just feel like, you can’t just ask us what 

characters’ names are! Instead it should be like, what was --- afraid of when he 

wrote the book, and why did he write it? What sort of effect did this book have, 

and stuff like that. There’s some deeper meaning behind that, and we need more 

in-depth discussion in class.
65

 

Anna agrees with her classmate, and does not find the literature teaching methods good 

enough. She calls for more in-class discussion, and says that in her experience, she has simply 

read the books and taken the exam. “I want to learn the deeper meaning of things, not just 

read and take an exam,”
66

 she claims, continuing that as far as she is concerned, she reads the 

book at home and prepares for the exam completely by herself. Anna feels that historical 

context is sorely lacking, as well as author background and less obvious messages being sent. 

“In a way, this is mostly about taking tests, taking tests,”
67

 and she adds that the tests mostly 

cover superficial subjects, “really just to make sure that we’ve read the book.”
68

 The 
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 Mér finnst alltaf prófin... ég hef alltaf haft þannig skoðun á prófum, að [kennararnir] séu að vera viss um að 

þú vitir hvað gerðist. Mér finnst það sérstaklega þegar við erum að taka svona bækur eins og --- og fleiri, þá 

finnst mér ekki vera hægt að vera spurja okkur: „Hvað hét þessi?“ Frekar ætti þetta að vera svona hvað var --- 

hræddur við þegar hann skrifaði þessa bók og af hverju skrifaði hann þessa bók... hvaða áhrif hafði þessi bók og 

eitthvað þannig. Það er einhver aðeins dýpri merking þar á bak við, og það vantar dýpri umræðu um það í tíma.  

66
 Mig langar til að læra það sem er á bak við hlutina, í staðinn fyrir að láta okkur bara lesa og taka próf. 

67
 Þetta snýst soldið allt um að taka próf, taka próf. 

68
 ...sem er í raunini bara verið að tjékka hvort maður hafi verið að lesa bókina. 
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sentiment that the purpose of exams is simply to assess if the students have read the books is a 

recurring one throughout the interviews. Anna finds this fact rather dispiriting, claiming that it 

is not working towards sparking students’ interest. She does, however, realize that there is a 

limit to how much time can be spent on covering the material, and emphasises that this is her 

personal opinion and experience, remarking that her classmates might feel differently.   

 

4.5 How Students Learn English Outside of the Classroom 

This chapter focuses on the ways participants learn English outside of the classroom. None of 

the participants directly credits their formal education for their (in some cases self-proclaimed 

superior) English abilities. When asked why they think they are doing so well in English 

classes, their answers are somewhat predictable, as they list television, film and the Internet 

as the biggest influences on their abilities.  

 

4.5.1 Films and Television 

Most of the students state English and American film and television as an important factor in 

their English education, and the fact that they have been subject to the language constantly in 

their daily lives from a very young age. Þorsteinn, for instance, mostly credits his abilities to 

television when asked why he does so well: “Because I started speaking English around the 

same time I started speaking Icelandic, haha. I just, hah, watched a lot of television and 

[English] came naturally to me.”
69

 Vilborg, who jokingly mentions that she thinks she might 

be a little above average when it comes to English skills, credits her schooling along with the 

constant presence of English in Icelandic society:  

Both probably because there is so much English in Iceland, just in everything, 

everywhere. Yes, and the internet, it does play a big part. And then just watching 

English cartoons when I was a kid, it just kind of always has been there. And of 
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 Út af því að ég byrjaði að tala ensku á svipuðum tíma og ég byrjaði að tala íslensku, haha. Ég bara, hah, horfði 

mikið á sjónvarp, og þetta kom bara náttúrulega. 
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course good teachers and enough discipline, and easy access to information and 

assistance.
70

  

Sigurður also says that school helped him learn English, but mostly credits watching subtitled 

films and television programmes as a young child.  

 

4.5.2 Travel 

Anna is not very impressed with her English education, and says that “[My English skills] are 

not necessarily because of the English teaching at school, I don’t think I learn a whole lot 

during classes.”
71

 She then credits her English skills to a lot of travelling and international 

communication. Unnur is also sure that her interest in travelling and her desire to see the 

world contributes to her English skills, that is, she is motivated to learn English because of her 

ambition to travel. This is the type of motivation called intrinsic, the motivation to learn, 

driven not by the desire for good grades or someone’s approval, but by one’s own internal 

desire to seek information. She is of the opinion that English is a great language basis because 

by knowing English “you can get by everywhere.”
72

 This statement is of course a 

simplification, Unnur can certainly not get by anywhere knowing only English, though it may 

certainly be sufficient in the places she intends to visit. 

 

4.5.3 Reading Literature 

 Two of the participants credit their success in English classes to reading plenty of 

books in their free time. Magnús explains that he reads a lot of books, in both Icelandic and 

English, and tells the interviewer that he had read every single book on the curriculum 

beforehand. Auður describes herself as a “bookworm” and claims to read a great deal of 

English literature in her spare time.  

                                                           
70

 Bæði bara örugglega af því að það er svo mikil enska á íslandi, bara í öllu, allstaðar. Já og internetið spilar 

stóran part sko. Og síðan bara að ég horfði á enskar teiknimyndir þegar ég var lítil, þetta hefur bara alltaf verið 

þarna. Og náttúrulega bara góðir kennarar og gott aðhald, og auðvelt aðgengi að upplýsingum og aðstoð. 

71
 Ég kannski, ég held að það sé ekki útaf enskukennslunni þannig, mér finnst ég ekki læra voðalega mikið í 

tímum. 

72
 Og enskan finnst mér vera svona gundvöllurinn og þá getur maður reddað sér alstaðar 
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4.5.4 Video Games 

 Television, literature, travelling and the Internet are all factors in the constant presence 

of the English language in Icelanders’ daily lives. One student, however, acknowledges an 

element to his English language acquisition that is undoubtedly influential to many Icelandic 

teenagers and young adults: video games. Interactive videogames, wherein players on the 

same team might be thousands of miles apart, call for a common language to be used. In 

Hjörtur’s case, that language is English. He started playing these video games at the age of 

nine, as his formal English education should have been beginning, but he believes that his 

video game experience had a much greater effect on his English acquisition than formal 

school environment learning.  

Yeah, nobody really taught it to me. I just started playing online, with millions of 

players and naturally everyone spoke English. And then you were playing with 

people you didn’t know at all, and at first I didn’t know anything, hahaha ... I 

knew the words but I had no idea how to use them in a sentence and change them 

to make something new and such, and then there is a new word, you know, 

someone calls me something and says something to me and I’m like “What? Mom 

what does that word mean?” Haha. 
73

 

The input Hjörtur was getting through playing video games might be lacking in some ways, 

mainly in formal and academic English. It might still have given him some advantage in 

informal spoken English, which would come to be of great use when travelling or 

communicating with foreigners in an informal setting, as well as helping to increase his 

vocabulary. The video games may also have given him a safe platform for practicing output, 

that is, the chance to speak the language with native speakers, as well as other foreign 

language speakers of English, in a comfortable setting, while feeling less afraid to make 

mistakes, since he is not face to face with those listening.  
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 Já það var enginn sem kenndi mér það. Byrjaði bara að spila á netinu, bara með mörgum milljónum af 

leikmönnum og það náttúrulega tala allir ensku. Svo var maður að spila með fólki sem maður þekkti ekki,  og 

fyrst nátturulega gat ég ekki neitt, hahaha ... Ég kunni orðin en ég vissi ekkert hvernig ég átti að setja þau í 

setningu og breyta þessu þannig að það kæmi eitthvað nýtt og þannig, og svo kemur nýtt orð, þú veist, einhver 

kallar mig eitthvað og segir eitthvað við mig og ég bara: „What? Mamma hvað þýðir þetta orð?“ Haha.  
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5. Discussion 

This chapter further discusses the results of the study, reviewing (1) the students’ attitudes 

towards foreign language literature, (2) their general reading habits, (3) the possibility of 

students overestimating their English capabilities, and finally (4) what students believe to be 

effective language teaching methods and what kind of projects they would like to undertake in 

secondary school English classes. The findings of the study are compared by gender when 

applicable. 

 

5.1 Opinions on Foreign Language Literature Teaching  

The participants were generally positive towards literature in the foreign language classroom 

and towards literature in general. The overwhelming majority of the participants favoured 

reading novels over poetry and short stories, and eight out of twelve students expressed a 

desire to read more full length novels in English classes. This positive attitude towards 

literature was prevalent across all three participant groups, as students from all three schools 

expressed the belief that literature is very beneficial to foreign language students. Only one 

participant, a male student, was of the opinion that too much focus had been placed upon 

literature in the English classroom, while eight participants, four female and four male 

students, expressed an interest in having more literature in the classroom. Half of the 

participants, three female and three male, stated that literature and reading for class had 

benefited them by expanding their vocabulary considerably. Students therefore seemed to be 

of the opinion that literature greatly benefited them in their attempts to master the English 

language. 

 

5.2 Students’ General Reading Habits 

While the majority of the participants claimed to enjoy literature in English classes, a 

considerably lower number actually read in their spare time. A few of the students explained 

that lack of free time was to blame, as there was so much compulsory reading for various 

classes at school, that they simply did not have the time for additional reading. Four students, 

three female and one male, did claim to have read a great deal in their spare time when they 

were younger. They regretted their change of habits as they read much less after entering 
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secondary school, and missed the quiet relaxation of immersing themselves in a book of their 

choice. Three male students had no interest in reading in their free time, and had never been 

interested in doing so. Two male students and three female students still read regularly in their 

free time, and considered literature a large part of their daily lives. All six female participants 

did therefore express a genuine interest in literature, and half of them actively pursued it, 

while half of the male participants had no interest in reading in their spare time. It was also 

notable that half of the male participants had serious trouble answering what kind of literature 

interested them, as they were simply not interested enough to be able to come up with a 

preference. These results suggested that female students were more interested in reading and 

literature than their male classmates, which is in accordance to the findings of PISA 

(Programme for International Student Assessment), which demonstrate that girls are generally 

surpassing boys when it comes to reading comprehension (Ólafsson et al 28).  

 

5.3 Possible Overestimation of English Abilities 

All of the participants were very confident in their English abilities, and claimed to do well in 

English classes in general, as is evident by looking at Table 4 on page 35. The participants 

consider English classes rather easy, compared to other subjects, and many of the students 

expressed the belief that their English skills are above average, and they have easily been able 

to manage good grades in English without much effort. This unanimous agreement of finding 

English classes easy is worthy of consideration, as Anna Jeeves’ research has shown that 

Icelandic secondary students do generally consider English classes “comfortable,” and that 

students are unwilling to put in a lot of work for English classes since “good grades can be 

easily attained” (Jeeves 2013, 174). 

 Five of the male participants claimed to find English classes rather easy, and 

suggested either directly or indirectly that their abilities were superior to many of their 

classmates, while only one female participant indicated that she thinks she might do better in 

English than the average student. A few of these students contradicted themselves somewhat 

throughout the interviewing process, and made statements that suggested that the confidence 

in their abilities may have been an overestimation. One male student claimed to hardly ever 

have studied for English classes, but was sure that he would be achieving top grades were he 

to make an effort. This is simply guesswork on his part, for which he has no basis. Another 

one of the very confident male students admitted to having failed an English class twice, but 
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blamed the teacher, not himself. The female student who considered herself above average 

talked of taking one English class that proved more difficult than the others she had 

previously taken. She described it as very challenging, and added that she did not like it as 

much as the others, on account of its difficulty. Many of the students who claimed to give 

above average performance in exams and in classes did therefore admit to shortcomings, and 

a few claimed to go through English classes without putting much effort into studying the 

subject, only assuming that they would score high on exams if they actually made that effort. 

The possibility that Icelandic students tend to considerably overestimate their English abilities 

has been researched and confirmed as a real problem, as students who assume that their innate 

abilities are sufficient, are faced with difficulties when entering university and certain fields 

of employment (Arnbjörnsdóttir and Ingvarsdóttir, 2012).   

  

5.4 Students’ Preferences 

The participants voiced their opinions regarding teaching methods and the role of teachers in 

the English classroom. Literature was praised as a way of instilling language and grammar 

acquisition, as well as expanding vocabulary, while the methods of assessment were often 

criticized. Novels were the most popular works of literature, with all students except one 

female student choosing novels as their favourite out of the choice of novels, short stories and 

poetry, and all students except for one male student would have liked to read more novels in 

secondary school English classes. The great emphasis placed on examination, and testing 

students’ knowledge of general facts from the literary works, was considered a fault by many 

of the participants, especially those from School A. The participants from School A all listed 

lectures and examination as the primary methods of their English literature education, while 

only two of them mentioned discussions in class, which they thought should occur more 

frequently. The participants from School B and C had seen more various methods of literature 

teaching, and often embarked upon group-work and individual projects concerning the 

literature being taught. One female student from School C did feel that classes were far too 

uniform, and called for more variety. 

 Half of the students had been given the opportunity to choose a novel to read for 

English classes. The half that did would have liked more of such optional novels, and the 

other half of participants would have liked to have had the same opportunity. All of these 

optional novels were chosen from a list compiled by the teacher, and followed by individual 
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projects. The students would ideally have liked to be able to choose any book to their liking, 

but still were adamant that a choice from a list would have been better than no choice at all. A 

number of students expressed disappointment with the lack of variety when it came to reading 

material, and a few of them especially lamented the predictability and general uniformity of 

their school’s book list. One male student was concerned with uniformity in the reading 

material in a more serious way, as he noted that he had only read one novel by a female 

author, with a female protagonist, since he began his secondary school education. Considering 

the fact that only two out of the fifteen books listed in Table 5, page 45, are written by 

women, revision of the schools’ reading lists might be in order. 

 Besides asking for more literature, participants voiced their interest in developing their 

speaking skills further, as well as mastering the skill of writing professional or academic texts, 

for use in further education or employment. One participant asked for more emphasis to be 

placed on grammatical rules and exercises, while the rest of the students that mentioned 

grammar did so while expressing their considerable dislike for it and its inclusion in the 

curriculum. Another student called for further inclusion of film studies within the English 

classroom. Two students suggested ideas for cross-curricular methods, as they had 

considerable interest in studying the history and culture of English speaking countries. 

“Cross-curricular” is defined by Brown as “the variety of ways in which formal learning can 

extend beyond traditional subject disciplines” (Brown 296). Interdisciplinary, or cross-

curricular methods, are ideal for Icelandic secondary English students, as they have sufficient 

knowledge of the language to use as means of gathering and absorbing information regarding 

a variety of subjects. There are many available options for interdisciplinary teaching in 

language classes, and incorporating history and film studies in English classes could be a way 

of achieving this.  
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6. Conclusion 

This study has explored the views and attitudes of secondary school English students towards 

English classes and the use of literature as a tool in the English classroom. In addition, 

students’ opinions on language teaching methods have been considered, as well as their 

reading habits outside of school and their interest in literature in general.  

 The results indicate that secondary school students are indeed interested in the use of 

literature in the English classroom, since all participants, with the exception of one student, 

believed more emphasis should be placed on literature in English teaching. Participants 

enjoyed the novel form above short stories and poetry, and voiced the opinion that more 

English novels should be added to the curriculum. The attitude towards English classes was 

positive in general, as the importance of English in modern society was very clear to all 

participants, and all of them believed themselves to be very competent when it came to 

reading, writing and speaking English. English as a subject was perceived as enjoyable and 

relatively easy, as students claimed that good grades are not necessarily difficult to achieve. 

The students’ confidence in their English abilities might be misjudged, as research has shown 

that young Icelanders tend to over-estimate their English skills considerably.  

 Participants varied in their literary interests, as some students claimed to read some 

kind of literature every day, while others declared complete disinterest. However, the attitude 

towards literature in English classes was overwhelmingly positive, and students who claimed 

never to read in their free time and expressed complete indifference towards literature in 

general admitted to liking the required reading in English classes, and all participants were of 

the opinion that reading English novels has greatly benefited them in their English education 

and expanded their vocabulary considerably. Though the attitude towards required reading 

was positive overall, the female participants showed much higher interest in literature than 

their male peers, as all of the female participants expressed genuine interest in reading 

literature, while half of the male participants expressed complete disinterest in reading 

literature in their spare time. This corresponds with recent studies that reveal the fact that a 

higher percentage of boys than girls have trouble with reading comprehension, and girls tend 

to read more in their free time than boys. 

 The participants had some ideas for reform, as they expressed interest in further 

optional reading and being able to choose which novels to read. They wished for more diverse 

reading material as well as teaching methods, and one student pointed out the conspicuously 
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low proportion of female representation on his school’s list of English novels. Participants 

claimed that too much emphasis was being placed on examination and grammar, and wished 

for more opportunities to practice speaking and reading material within their own field of 

interests. The benefit of reading to acquire language skills was very clear to the participants, 

and all of them believed literature had helped them immensely in their English education.  

 The participants interviewed learn English in various ways and various places outside 

of the classroom, as their environment is saturated with English input to be absorbed, both 

consciously and subconsciously. This input can be in the form of signs in store windows, 

songs blasting from car-radios, TV-shows being played in the background while homework is 

being done or the latest Oscar nominated film everyone is talking about. Whether searching 

for information online, reading textbooks for various subjects, or simply playing videogames 

on a rainy afternoon, these students are subject to the influence of the English language, and 

while the environmental input is beneficial to their English acquisition, its quality can vary 

greatly. The role of the English teacher therefore includes the task of ensuring that his or her 

students receive adequate, comprehensible input, in addition to the various input received 

from the environment.  
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Appendix A 

This is a copy of the email sent to teachers of a large number of secondary schools within and 

outside of the Greater Reykjavík area: 

 

Góðan daginn. 

Ég heiti Helga Benediktsdóttir og er að vinna að meistararitgerð í enskukennslu við Háskóla 

Íslands undir leiðsögn Ingibjargar Ágústsdóttur. Ég ætla mér að skrifa um viðhorf nemenda 

til enskra bókmennta og notkun bókmennta við kennslu erlendra tungumála, og mun þurfa að 

taka viðtöl við nokkra nemendur í ákveðnum skólum á höfuðborgarsvæðinu og einum skóla á 

landsbyggðinni. Þess vegna var ég að velta því fyrir mér hvort að þú gætir mögulega 

aðstoðað mig við að komast í samband við fjóra nemendur á lokaári sínu við skólann sem 

væru tilbúnir til þess að spjalla við mig og svara nokkrum opnum spurningum um viðhorf 

þeirra til kennslu enskra bókmennta. Helst vildi ég ræða við tvo stráka og tvær stelpur. 

Viðtalið tekur aðeins stutta stund, og ég get hitt nemendur alla mánudaga, þriðjudaga, 

fimmtudaga og sunnudaga, á hvaða tíma dags sem þeim hentar, frá og með næstu viku.  

Endilega hafðu samband ef þú hefur einhverjar spurningar. 

Bestu kveðjur, 

Helga Benediktsdóttir. 
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Appendix B 

All participants chose to speak Icelandic rather than English during the interviewing process. 

Below is a copy of the Icelandic version of the questionnaire used as a basis for the 

interviews: 

 

1 Hefur þú gaman af enskutímum? Hvað finnst þér skemmtilegast/leiðinlegast? 

2 Gengur þér vel í enskutímum? Af hverju/af hverju ekki? 

3 Finnst þér áhersla vera lögð á bókmenntir í skyldufögum í ensku? Þykir þér það jákvætt 

eða neikvætt? 

4 Fékkst þú tækifæri til þess að velja valfög með áherslu á enskar bókmenntir? Hefðir þú 

viljað það? 

5 Hvað finnst þér um skáldsögur, smásögur og ljóð í enskutímum?  

6 Hverskonar bókmenntir vekja áhuga þinn? 

7 Hvaða bækur manst þú eftir að hafa lesið í enskutímum? Hvað finnst þér um þær bækur? 

8 Hvaða aðferðir hafa verið notaðar til þess að kenna þér enskar bókmenntir? Hvað finnst 

þér um þær aðerðir? 

9 Fékkst þú einhverntíman einhverju ráðið um hvaða bækur þú læsir? 

10 Þykja þér bókmenntirnar sem kenndar hafa verið í enskutímum erfiðar eða auðveldar að 

skylja og lesa? 

11 Hefur þú áhuga á bókmenntum almennt? Að hvaða leiti eru bókmenntir partur af þínu 

daglega lífi? 

12 Hafa enskutímar vakið áhuga þinn á því að lesa sjálf/ur í frítíma þínum? 

13 Ertu ánægð/ur með efnið sem er kennt í enskutímum? Finnst þér eins og það vanti 

eitthvað, eða er eitthvað ákveðið sem þér þætti gaman að sjá í enskutímum? 

14 Hversu gagnlegar þykja þér bókmenntir nemendum erlendra tungumála? Finnst þér þú 

græða á því að læra bókmenntir, eða finnst þér þú geta nýtt tíma þinn betur við eitthvað 

annað? Eins og hvað? 

 

 


